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Above The Below       
Cast: Idris Elba, Caitlin Fitzgerald, Hero Fiennes Tiffin 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Idris Elba, Martin Owen 
Status:  Post-Production 

Lionsgate 
Maddy Smith 

masmith@lionsgate.com 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7299 8800 

Synopsis: A tight-knit trio of astronauts survive a chaotic and destructive reentry to Earth only to find themselves off course 
and completely cut off from the world. As their capsule begins to sink into the unknown depths of the ocean, their battle for survival 
has only just begun. 

 

Afghanistan       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  James Glancy 
Status:  Post-Production 

WestEnd Films 
Sofia Neves 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1119 

Synopsis: Director James Glancy, a former British Royal Marine commando who was decorated for his actions in combat, 
returns to Afghanistan with a handpicked team to help him answer the question that has haunted him for ten years. Was it worth it? 
Dramatically, mid-way through filming, President Joe Biden announces that the US will be pulling troops out by 9/11, starting a Taliban 
offensive that leads to the dramatic fall of the Afghanistan Government, amidst chaotic evacuation scenes in Kabul, as American forces 
withdraw. 

 

Alien Invasion       
Cast: Amber Doig Thorne, Sarah T Cohen, Bao Tieu, May Kelly, 

Benjamin Colbourne, Leah Glated, Richard Kovacs, 
Matthew Baunsgard 

Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Fred  Searle 
Status:  Completed 

Devilworks / New Era Ent. 
Samatha Richardson 
info@devilworks.eu 

Market Office: Marriott Hotel 108 
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: A group of friends discover a large egg nesting in their neighbour’s lab. When the egg hatches, they encounter an 
unwelcome predator from space and must attempt a harrowing escape, as they battle to stop the alien reaching civilization. 

 

Alien On Stage       
Cast: Dave Mitchell, Lydia  Hayward, Luc Hayward, Pete 

Lawson 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Danielle Kummer 
Status:  Completed 

Indiecan Ent. 
Nikki Bohm 

info@indiecanent.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 

Home Office tel: +1 416 898 3456 
Market tel: +1 310 691 4436 

Synopsis: Why do pantomime when you can do Alien? A very amateur dramatics group led by Dorset Bus Drivers spent a year 
creating a serious stage adaptation of the sci-fi, horror film, Alien. 

 

American Star       
Cast: Ian McShane, Nora Arnezeder, Adam Nagaitis, Fanny 

Ardant, Thomas Kretschmann 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Gonzalo López-Gallego 
Status:  Post-Production 

Altitude Film Sales 
Mike Runagall 

sales@altitudefilmsales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 157 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: An assassin on final assignment arrives in Fuerteventura to kill a man he has never met. But the target is delayed. 
Instead of following protocol he stays, drawn to the island, the people and a ghostly shipwreck. When the target returns, the world has 
shifted. Before everything was simple, now nothing is. 

 

An Unsuitable Game       
Cast: Jessica Barden, Jessica Brown Findlay, Sian Clifford 
Genre: Historical 
Director:  Mandie Fletcher 
Status:  Development 

WestEnd Films 
Sofia Neves 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1119 

Synopsis: An Unsuitable Game is a celebration of the birth of British Women’s Football, based on the true story of a group of 
female friends who form an amateur football team at the height of the first world war. Despite incredible opposition from the 
establishment, their male co-workers and the press, they start to draw crowds and growing popularity. A timely, uplifting story of 
women being disruptive, funny, and inspiring. 
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Arthur's Whisky       
Cast: Patricia Hodge, Diane Keaton, Lulu 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Stephen Cookson 
Status:  Completed 

Arclight Films 
Ryan Hamilton 

info@arclightfilms.com 
Home Office tel: +1 310 777 8855 

Synopsis: When Joan’s husband dies, she’s shocked to discover his life’s work in his shed is an elixir that makes the drinker 
young again. Sharing it with her 2 friends, the 3 women paint the town red but soon realize they are not equipped to be young in the 
modern world. A hilarious and ultimately moving story of women behaving badly and learning to be careful what you wish for. 

 

Assassin's Guild       
Cast: Laura Masters, Stuart Brennan, Rosanna Miles, Ryan 

Gage, Mark Paul Wake, David Hayman, Kerry Norton, 
Jarreau Benjamin 

Genre: Fantasy 
Director:  Stuart Brennan 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: In the aftermath of the devastating Mermaid Wars, the fractured, yet once great city of Iliad is under siege by dark 
forces. The infamous Goblin Hunter and the elite assassin, Atticus, must fight enemies both living and dead, in a desperate final bid to 
restore peace. 

 

The Audition       
Cast: Kevin Leslie, Anita Chui, Xander Berkeley, John Savage, 

Reza Diako 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Bizhan Tong 
Status:  Completed 

OneTwoThree Media 
Alan Green 

alan@onetwothree.media 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 186 

Home Office tel: +1 917 306 1528 

Synopsis: Struggling actor Larry Boyle's life takes a sinister turn when a mysterious casting director subjects him to a life-or-
death audition. As Larry navigates a twisted game of survival, he uncovers the vengeful motives and must confront the consequences 
of his own toxic past. With deadly challenges, shocking revelations, and escalating stakes, Larry fights for his life against a backdrop of 
betrayal and manipulation. Will he escape the clutches of this deadly game, or succumb to its chilling consequences? The ultimate test 
awaits in this gripping psychological thriller. 

 

Bad Apples       
Cast: Saoirse Ronan 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jonatan Etzler 
Status:  Pre-Production 

HanWay Films 
Nicole Mackey 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 25 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: A teacher struggles with a disruptive student. In a misguided attempt to control him, she unlawfully detains the boy. 
The class improves without him, leaving her conflicted about freeing the child. 

 

Bad Faith       
Cast: Karen Hassan, Aaron Cobham, Sean McGinley, Neil Bell, 

Elva Trill, Rebecca Atkinson, Theo Ogundipe 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Keith Farrell 
Status:  Completed 

House Of Film 
Teresa Vandre 

info@houseoffilm.net 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 259 
Home Office tel: +1 310 777 0237 

Market tel: +1 310 954 7286 

Synopsis: Two outsiders trapped by the criminal underworld, try to escape and create a new life to replace the families both 
have lost. 

 

Barrunto       
Cast: Shanti Lalita, Harry Josephine Giles, Alicia Matthews, 

Ángela Ginorio 
Genre: Experimental, Science Fiction 
Director:  Emilia Beatriz 
Status:  Completed 

Barrunto Productions 
barruntoproductions@gmail.com 

:  

Synopsis: barrunto is a speculative fiction that takes place in a future of the past, in a present ruptured now. barrunto spans 
from Puerto Rico to Scotland, from sites of land struggle to depths of the sea, all the way to planet Uranus. 
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The Bayou       
Cast: Elisha Applebaum, Madalena Aragão, Athena Strates 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Taneli Mustonen 
Status:  Production 

Architect 
Max Pirkis 

max@architect-global.com 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3745 5099 

Market tel: +44 7899 020 887 

Synopsis: Vacation turns disaster when Houston grad, Kyle and her friends escape a plane crash in the desolate Louisiana 
everglades, only to discover there's something way more dangerous lurking in the shallows. 

 

The Beacon       
Cast: Ralph Fiennes, Alison Oliver, Charles Babalola, Indira 

Varma 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ralph Fiennes 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Cornerstone Films 
Carla Quarto di Palo 

cq@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt Hotel 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257 

Synopsis: Joshua Nyaga travels to the countryside from London to spend a summer’s weekend with his girlfriend Cass’s family 
for the first time. Transplanted as a young boy from the violence of the Ugandan civil war to the concrete jungle of London, Joshua has 
never experienced the privilege that Cass’s family enjoys. Surrounded by the sea and lush natural landscape, the farm is an oasis, 
brimming with idealistic notions and lively debate amongst Cass’s father, stepmother, and their long-time friend of the family, Michael. 
But Joshua’s warm welcome is short-lived, when a sudden act of violent racism at the local summer concert shatters the peace forcing 
Joshua and those around him to confront the uncomfortable truth of their differences. 
A searing portrait of contemporary British society, THE BEACON is a meditation on family, class, race, belonging, and identity. This is a 
story that holds a mirror up to its audience, questioning what our values are, what we will do to stand up for them and what secrets we 
harbor even from those we love the most. 

 

Behave       
Cast: Georgia Viero, Christian Vit, Stacy Thunes, Ema Kosac, 

David Bourne, Lauren Pepler, Eleonora Bindi, Nicolas 
Vaporidis, Gabriel Constantin 

Genre: Horror 
Director:  Francesco Gabriele 
Status:  Completed 

Devilworks / New Era Ent. 
Samatha Richardson 
info@devilworks.eu 

Market Office: Marriott Hotel 108 
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: Following the death of their high school friend, a group of eccentric teens are terrorized by a masked killer during a 
luxury villa retreat. 

 

Beneath The Surface       
Cast: Georgie Banks, Nicola Wright, Stephanie Lodge, Beatrice 

Fletcher, Annie Knox 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Rebecca Matthews 
Status:  Completed 

Devilworks / New Era Ent. 
Samatha Richardson 
info@devilworks.eu 

Market Office: Marriott Hotel 108 
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: A young woman survives a great white shark attack, whilst on a family boating vacation, however soon realizes the 
nightmare is far from over. Those around her can not be trusted, and she must face her demons, if she is to step back in the water. 

 

Berlin Nobody       
Cast: Eric Bana, Sadie Sink 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jordan Scott 
Status:  Completed 

Protagonist Pictures 
Alexandra Da Silva 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1033 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1152 
Synopsis: In Berlin, American social psychologist Ben Monroe (Eric Bana) investigates a disturbing local cult, whose beliefs led 
to a catastrophic event. As he immerses himself into his work, his rebellious teenage daughter, Mazzy (Sadie Sink), gets involved with a 
mysterious local boy, who introduces her to the city’s underground party scene. As these two worlds head towards a dangerous 
intersection, Ben will need to race against the clock to save his daughter. 
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Billy Idol: State Line – Live From Hoover Dam       
Cast: Billy Idol, Steve Stevens, Steve Jones, Tony Kanal, Alison 

Mosshart 
Genre: Musical 
Director:  George Scott 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: Kicking off his sell-out 2023 North American spring and summer tour, the once in a lifetime performance, which 
illuminated the surrounding Black Canyon of the Colorado River and the Mike O’Callaghan–Pat Tillman Memorial Bridge, features a 
career-spanning run of chart-topping hits including ‘Dancing with Myself’, ‘Eyes Without a Face’, ‘Rebel Yell’ and ‘White Wedding’. 
One of the most recognisable faces and voices of rock'n'roll, with over 40 million album sales, and numerous platinum albums 
worldwide, the hell-raising rock star is joined on stage by his longtime band including his collaborator and lead guitarist of over 40 
years, Steve Stevens, with special guest stars including The Kills' Alison Mosshart, former Sex Pistols guitarist Steve Jones, and No Doubt 
bassist Tony Kanal. 

 

Bird       
Cast: Barry Keoghan, Franz Rogowski 
Genre: unknown 
Director:  Andrea Arnold 
Status:  Post-Production 

Cornerstone Films 
Carla Quarto di Palo 

cq@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt Hotel 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257 

Synopsis: Academy award and BAFTA-winning filmmaker and triple Cannes Jury Prize recipient Andrea Arnold returns with 
her sixth feature film, BIRD. Arnold is famous for presenting an intoxicating fusion of the real and the cinematic, mixing professional 
and non-professional actors in genuinely lived-in environments, which are lent poetic lustre by her partnership with cinematographer, 
Robbie Ryan. Her previous titles include COW, AMERICAN HONEY, FISH TANK and RED ROAD 

 

Black Box Diaries       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Shiori Ito 
Status:  Completed 

Dogwoof 
Ana Vicente 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: When 28-year-old aspiring journalist Shiori Ito goes public in May 2017 with her rape allegation by then Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe’s closest journalist and biographer, she feels she has no other choice in order to change Japan’s antiquated sexual 
assault laws. Her press conference shocks the public in a society where speaking up on such matters is considered shameful. Within 
days, Shiori is swept into the center of Japanese politics — the right wing views her as a threat to bring down the Abe government and 
the left hails her a hero for the same reason. Death threats, cyberbullying, and hate mail take Shiori into a downward spiral. When she 
files a civil case, the accused rages all-out war against her. Determined not to set a bad example for other victims, Shiori pushes 
forward with her case and resolves to publish a book about her experience.  
 

 

Black Dog       
Cast: Jamie Flatters, Keenan Munn-Francis 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  George Jaques 
Status:  Completed 

Independent 
Jordan Allwood 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1129 

Synopsis: Two teenagers from London take an unexpected road trip North as each of them tries to understand how loss and 
grief have shaped their young minds. A highly personal road movie about grief, love, sexuality and friendship. 

 

Blank       
Cast: Heida Reed, Rachel Shelley, Wayne Brady 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Natalie Kennedy 
Status:  Completed 

Film Seekers 
Caroline Couret-Delègue 
sales@film-seekers.com 

Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0626 

Synopsis: Set in the near future, Blank delivers a unique and unsettling portrait of a successful writer wrestling with writer’s 
block and her buried past while being held hostage by a corrupted A.I. system. Expertly blending tension and psychological drama, the 
film explores a number of contemporary issues surrounding the influence of developing technology, such as Artificial Intelligence and 
our increased reliance upon it, as we become more and more hooked into the digital world. 
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Bobi Wine: The People's President       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Christopher Sharp 
Status:  Completed 

Dogwoof 
Ana Vicente 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: This observational documentary film follows Bobi Wine and his wife Barbie. Bobi rises from the ghetto slums of 
Kampala to one of the country’s most loved superstars. His musical talent lifts him and emboldens millions of previously voiceless 
people. Bobi uses his music for activism, then becomes an Independent Member of Parliament to stand to defend the rights of his 
people, the ghetto people. Bobi’s wife, Barbie, by standing with him, plunges her own life into uncertainty.  
The film is an examination of the disturbing misuse of the legal and parliamentary systems, two supposed pillars of democracy. The 
country’s institutions are controlled by the State to ensure President Museveni, an autocratic strongman, who has held power since 
1986, continues to rule Uganda. Bobi and Barbie must risk everything, their lives and their futures to challenge him. The state is 
determined to silence, not only them, but anyone who supports their cause. This is not just a story for Uganda, it is a narrative for all 
those who struggle under dictatorial regimes. Those who oppose them quickly discover that Western democracies have interests that 
do not extend to holding autocrats to account. This story has never been so relevant. 

 

Bonus Track       
Cast: Jack Davenport, Alison Alison Sudol, Susan Wokoma, Ray 

Panthaki, Josh O'Connor, Joe Anders, Samuel Small 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Julia  Jackman 
Status:  Completed 

Bankside Films 
Yana Georgieva 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1103 

Synopsis: It’s 2006, and George - a small-town sixteen-year old - is on the road to complete social and academic failure. He 
dreams of being a star, knows he’s a gifted musician - but no one else seems to agree... So, when Max - the son of a mega-famous 
musical duo enrols at his school and takes an interest in his music, George can’t believe it! Neither can anyone else. But as the boys 
grow closer, George begins to question why he actually wants to spend time with Max, finding himself faced with a dream come true 
scenario... if only he knew what his dream come true really is. 

 

Boudica       
Cast: Olga Kurylenko 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Jesse Johnson 
Status:  Completed 

Bleiberg Entertainment 
Nicholas Bennett 

sales@bleibergent.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 230 
Home Office tel: +1 310 273 0003 

Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1118 
Synopsis: The eponymous Celtic warrior who rules the Iceni people alongside her husband, Prasutagus. The King dies at the 
hands of Roman soldiers, leaving Boudica's kingdom without a male heir, and the Romans seize her land and property. 

 

Breaking Infinity       
Cast: Neil Bishop, Jonny Phillips, Zoe Cunningham 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Marianna Dean 
Status:  Completed 

OneTwoThree Media 
Alan Green 

alan@onetwothree.media 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 186 

Home Office tel: +1 917 306 1528 

Synopsis: Breaking Infinity is a time bending thriller about a research scientist named Liam, who has become unstuck in time. 
The only people Liam can count on for help are the doctor treating him, Emma, who’s convinced he’s suffering from delusion and his 
lab assistant Garret.As Liam’s episode become more intense, and his jumps through time more extreme, Liam travels from the distant 
past where he’s guided by a mysterious Old Man, to the future where he witnesses the end of the world – an apocalypse he may have 
caused. 
Liam must convince the reluctant Emma to help him solve the mystery behind his time traveling quantum state, but complicating this is 
the fact Liam is experiencing time out of sequence, while Emma is only moving forward. Ultimately Liam discovers the accident that 
sent him careening through time was an accident – but who was responsible? 

 

By The Throat       
Cast: Patricia Allison, Rupert Young, Jenny Spark, Matthew 

Cottle 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  David Luke Rees 
Status:  Post-Production 

SC Films Int'l 
Simon Crowe 

info@scfilmsinternational.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 7764 942 149 

Synopsis: A wealthy couple, Amy and Alex Cummings have ‘lost” their daughter in a tragic car accident several years ago, and 
Amy is in need of supervision whilst Alex is away on business. The trauma of the crash, the loss of their daughter and Amy’s inability to 
become pregnant again because of her horrendous injuries, have all pushed them to a dangerous place. Lizzy arrives at their beautiful, 
rural family home to find all is not what it seems. Dark forces are summoned and Lizzy soon finds herself part of a devious plan. Death 
and murder ensue. 
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The Bystanders       
Cast: Scott Haran, Seann Walsh, Marek Larwood, Frank 

Harper, Emily Wyatt, Lucy Pinder 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Gabriel Foster Prior 
Status:  Completed 

Screenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558160 

Synopsis: ‘The Bystanders’ are chosen to be guardian angels who watch over their chosen human subject and intervene in (or 
interfere with) their lives. Not every Bystander likes their job or subject though! 

 

The Canterville Ghost       
Cast: Stephen Fry, Hugh Laurie, Freddie Highmore, Imelda 

Staunton, Miranda Hart, Toby Jones 
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Kim Burdon 
Status:  Completed 

Cinema Management Grp 
Florencia Gasparini Rey 

marketing@cinemamanagementgroup.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 224 
Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959 

Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1115 

Synopsis: For 300 years, Sir Simon Canterville has been haunting his ancestral home, Canterville Chase, and loving it! But 
everything changes when an American family buys the estate and moves in. The family is unimpressed with Sir Simon’s ghostly antics 
and does not find him scary at all… they actually find him to be a bit of a nuisance. It is not long before the family’s young twin boys are 
scaring him out of his wits, chasing him through the corridors of Canterville, exhausting and weakening his spirit. Sir Simon becomes 
discouraged and crestfallen from the boys’ pranks, but becomes hopeful when accompanied by the family’s teenage daughter to 
embark on the journey to find what caused his 300 year-old curse. Sir Simon travels with Virigina through his past and into a magical 
garden where he comes face-to-face with his nemesis, the Grim Reaper, who challenges him to Sir Simon in a duel to release him from 
the curse. But if Sir Simon loses, he and Virigina will be trapped in the garden for all eternity. The Canterville Ghost is a warm-hearted 
adaptation of the literary classic tale, a love-story and a comedy with a spooky edge, a “very animated Oscar Wilde”. 

 

Celluloid Underground       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Ehsan Khoshbakht 
Status:  Completed 

Impronta Films 
Ana Saiz 

info@improntafilms.com  
Market tel: +44 7523 798 308 

Synopsis: A powerful and immersive cinematic journey, offering a riveting portrait of post-revolutionary Iran. In the aftermath 
of the Iranian Revolution, a tenacious movie collector in Tehran becomes an unlikely hero as he undertakes the courageous mission of 
safeguarding thousands of films from the clutches of the new Islamic regime. Despite facing the grim specter of arrest and torture, he 
steadfastly guards his precious secret—a story of resistance and obsession, retold through the eyes of the boy who stood by his side. 
Recalled years later from exile in London, their extraordinary tale unfolds on the screen. 

 

Cheat       
Cast: Shelby Handley, Ry Barrett, Rodrigo Massa 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Greg A. Sager 
Status:  Completed 

Artist View Ent. 
Patti Rose 

sales@artistviewent.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 182 

Home Office tel: +1 818 752 2480 

Synopsis: To escape her lonely, isolated marriage Zoe passionately involves herself with another man which leads her down a 
treacherous path of lies. Now fighting to survive the unexpected consequences of her affair, she must fight for both life and death to 
uncover the truth before it's too late. 

 

Chennai Story       
Cast: Samantha Ruth Prabhu 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Philip  John 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Metro International Ent. 
Michael Yates 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 545/547 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: Following his mother’s unexpected death, South-Asian Welshman Nikhil travels to Chennai to locate his estranged 
father. He quickly meets Anu, a stylish private detective he hires to help with his quest. This frantic new world sweeps Nikhil off his 
feet, as does the chemistry with Anu in this fish out of water romantic-comedy set amidst the bustling city of Chennai. 
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Chuck Chuck Baby       
Cast: Louise Brealey, Annabel Scholey, Sorcha Cusack, Celyn 

Jones, Emily Fairn 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Janis  Pugh 
Status:  Completed 

The Yellow Affair 
Karolina Dwyer 

contact@yellowaffair.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 161 

Home Office tel: +358 5 03 60 03 50 

Synopsis: A film of love, loss and music set amongst the falling feathers of a chicken factory. Present day, industrial North 
Wales. Helen, late 30’s, spends her nights packing chickens and her days caring for dying mother-figure Gwen.  
 Helen’s mundane world takes a surprising turn with Joanne’s return; they were the objects of the other’s secret teenage passions. 
Encouraged by Helen, Joanne starts a playful wooing game. As they fall in love, Helen’s zest for life returns but Joanne feels the walls 
close in as she faces something darker from her past. 

 

Cinderella's Curse       
Cast: Kelly Rian Sanson, Danielle Scott, Sam Barrett, Natasha 

Tosini 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Louisa Warren 
Status:  Post-Production 

Premiere Ent. Group 
Gabriela Axume 

gabriela@premiereent.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 119 

Home Office tel: +1 213 534 3139 

Synopsis: A tortured Cinderella summons her fairy godmother from an ancient flesh-bound book, seeking revenge on her evil 
stepmother and stepsisters who abuse and torment her daily. 

 

Cleaner       
Cast: Daisy Ridley, Clive Owen, Taz Skylar 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Martin Campbell 
Status:  Post-Production 

Anton Corp 
Mark Lane 

rrahman@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 001 

Home Office tel: +44 7940 213 663 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1101 

Synopsis: Radical activists take over an energy company’s annual gala in a skyscraper, seizing 300 hostages in order to expose 
the corruption of the hosts. Their just cause is hijacked by a zealous extremist within their ranks, who is ready to murder every last 
person in the building to send his anarchic message to the world. It falls to an ex-soldier turned window cleaner, Joey Locke (Daisy 
Ridley) – suspended 90 storeys up on the outside of the building – to save those trapped inside and take down the killers, whilst also 
finding a way to bring the corrupt energy moguls to justice. 

 

Clicquot       
Cast: Haley Bennett, Tom Sturridge, Sam Riley, Leo Suter 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Thomas Napper 
Status:  Post-Production 

WME Independent 
Dylan Kelley 

filmsalesinfo@wmeagency.com 
Home Office tel: +1 310 285 9000 

Synopsis: After her husband's death, Barbe-Nicole Clicquot Ponsardin defied convention by assuming the reins of the fledgling 
wine business they had nurtured together. Steering the company through dizzying political and financial reversals, she became one of 
the world’s first great businesswomen and one of the richest women of her time.  Based on the novel The Widow Clicquot: The Story of 
a Champagne Empire and the Woman Who Ruled It by Tilar J. Mazzeo. 

 

Club Zero       
Cast: Mia Wasikowska, Sidse Babett Knudsen, Mathieu Demy, 

Elsa Zylberstein 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jessica Hausner 
Status:  Completed 

Coproduction Office 
May Barenstein 

info@coproductionoffice.eu 
Market Office: Unifrance Gropius Bau 35 

Home Office tel: +33 1 56 02 60 00 

Synopsis: Miss Novak joins the staff of an international boarding school to teach a conscious eating class. She instructs that 
eating less is healthy. The other teachers are slow to notice what is happening and by the time the distracted parents begin to realise, 
Club Zero has become a reality. 

 

Cold Cross       
Cast: Jacob Stieneker, Bobby Christman, Michaela Semak 
Genre: Western 
Director:  Dylan  Query 
Status:  Completed 

Screenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558160 

Synopsis: Cold Cross follows young outlaw William McCarthy, who viciously hunts down those who betrayed him and his 
family. Unbeknownst to him, he too is hunted for previous transgressions. All too late, he learns a terrible truth; an eye for an eye will 
make the world go blind 
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Compulsion       
Cast: Anna-Maria Sieklucka, Charlotte Kirk 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Neil Marshall 
Status:  Post-Production 

AMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 117 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714 
Market tel: +44 7929 448 361 

Synopsis: On the island of Malta, two women get engaged in a string of horrifying murders as they embark on a torrid and 
passionate affair. 

 

Control       
Cast: Kevin Spacey, Lauren Metcalfe, Mark Hampton 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Gene  Fallaize 
Status:  Completed 

TriCoast Worldwide 
Strath Hamilton 

sales@tricoast.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 191 

Home Office tel: +1 310 435 4481 
Market tel: +1 310 804 8409 

Synopsis: British Home Secretary Stella Simmons drives home one night while engaging in an affair with the Prime Minister. A 
mysterious man remotely hijacks her self-driving car, forcing her on a rampage through London 

 

Copa '71       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Rachel Ramsay 
Status:  Completed 

Dogwoof 
Ana Vicente 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: It is August 1971. Football teams from England, Argentina, Mexico, France, Denmark and Italy are gathering at 
Mexico City’s sun-drenched Azteca Stadium. The scale of the tournament is monumental: lavish sponsorship, extensive TV coverage, 
merchandise on every street corner and crowds of over 100,000 hollering fans turn this historic stadium into ‘a cauldron of noise and 
heat’ match after match. A fawning media treat the players like rock stars. The atmosphere is reminiscent of the greatest moments in 
international footballing history. 
But this is a tournament unlike anything that’s happened before. The players on the pitch are all women. And it’s likely you’ve never 
even heard of it. This is Copa 71, the unofficial Women’s World Cup. Dismissed by both FIFA and domestic football associations around 
the world, this event has been entirely written out of history. Until now. 

 

Coup De Chance       
Cast: Valérie Lemercier, Melvil Poupaud, Lou De Lâage 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Woody Allen 
Status:  Post-Production 

WestEnd Films 
Sofia Neves 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1119 

Synopsis: Woody Allen’s new film - his 50th and his first French foreign language project - is a dark, romantic thriller along the 
lines of Match Point. It stars Lou De Laâge, Valerie Lemercier, Melvil Poupaud and Niels Schneider. The film also re-unites Allen for the 
5th time with acclaimed cinematographer Vittorio Storaro. 

 

Daddy's Head       
Cast: Julia Brown, Rupert Turnbull 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Benjamin Barfoot 
Status:  Post-Production 

AMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 117 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714 
Market tel: +44 7929 448 361 

Synopsis: A boy and his recently widowed step mother find themselves in fear for their lives after they are visited by a 
disturbing creature that appears as a grotesque and horrifying version of the boy’s recently deceased father. 

 

Dance First       
Cast: Gabriel Byrne, Aidan Gillen, Olivia Williams, Fionn 

O’Shea, Sandrine Bonnaire, Grainne Good 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  James  Marsh 
Status:  Completed 

Film Constellation 
Léo Teste 

office@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 160 

Home Office tel: +44 7502 264 075 

Synopsis: Parisian bon vivant, WWII Resistance fighter, Nobel Prize-winning playwright and self-proclaimed recluse; literary 
genius Samuel Beckett lived a life of many parts. Revisiting the main characters of his life, DANCE FIRST takes us on a rich and intimate 
journey of Paris through the decades. 
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Danger Zone       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Vita  Drygas 
Status:  Production 

Dogwoof 
Ana Vicente 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: In the competitive world of tourism, there's very few experiences that are out of bounds. Danger Zone explores the 
world of war tourism, catering to a growing market for ever more rare and extreme experiences. Tourists are promised frontline action, 
with real ammo, real battles, and real danger. 
War has become a luxury product, a commodity that can be bought and sold, and tour operators are desperate to get into the growing 
business. This morally ambiguous tourist industry leads to the collision of two very different worlds, between these thrill-seeking 
tourists and the people caught in the cross-hairs of conflict, who are not afforded the luxury and privilege of choice. Danger Zone asks: 
what are the tourists left with on reflection, is there a realisation of how lucky they are merely as a result of where they were born? Do 
those who inhabit conflict areas, through no choice of their own, perceive in these tourists a hope for a peaceful life? Or, is it purely a 
one-sided interaction where no one wins and no one learns? 

 

Dark Game       
Cast: Ed Westwick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard J Ford 
Status:  Post-Production 

GFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 446/448 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 

Synopsis: Six innocent victems have been kidnapped and held captive, forced to play out a deadly reality game show on the 
dark web for the entertainment of the criminal underworld who gamble on results. 

 

A Day Like A Week       
Cast: Armand Assante, Richard Sammel, Tom Sizemore, Steven 

Bauer 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Kader Ayd 
Status:  Completed 

Iuvit Media Sales 
Maximiliano Czertok 

info@iuvitmediasales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 122 

Home Office tel: +39 331 703 2077 

Synopsis: The film follows the interrogation of Stan Truman. He tells an interrogator a convoluted story about events that led 
him and his family to experience a mysterious night. 

 

Defoe       
Cast: Jermain Defoe, Sandra Defoe, Gemma Lowery, Harry 

Redknapp, Peter Crouch, Joe Cole 
Genre: Sport 
Director:  James Ross 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: Jermain Defoe, one of the top goalscorers in Premier League history, cemented his status as a footballing legend 
during a dramatic career playing for West Ham, Tottenham Hotspur, and the England national team. Now, he is ready to embark on the 
next chapter of his life with the aim of becoming one of only a handful of black managers in the British professional game. 
This intimate documentary charts the unique challenges that stand between him and his new dream. Whilst studying the game and 
learning new skills and techniques, inspiring stories from his personal life reveal how he has often channelled unspeakable tragedy and 
heartbreak into a force for good. 

 

Dick Dynamite: 1944       
Cast: Gary  Snars Allan, Olly Bassi, Shaun Davidson, Mark 

Burdett, Valerie Birss, Adam Harper, Andy Moore, Irvine 
Welsh, Scott Graham, Duncan Airlie James, Nick Oliveri 

Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Robbie Davidson 
Status:  Completed 

Epic Pictures Group 
Tata Pemova 

sales@epic-pictures.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 449 

Home Office tel: +1 323 207 4170 

Synopsis: In the dying days of World War II, Nazi scientists hatch a desperate plan to turn the population of New York into 
flesh-eating zombies. The only man who can stop them is DICK DYNAMITE: killing is his business and in '44 business is good. 
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The Dragon Princess       
Cast: Brian McCardie, Noa Nikita Bleeker, Dita Tantang, Steven 

Meo, Myanna Buring 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Richard Foster 
Status:  Completed 

101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan BURKE 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau G7 
Market tel: +353 87 251 7136 

Synopsis: Mia, a plucky barmaid, has her life thrown into chaos when a mysterious woman turns up at her workplace, on the 
run from a group of violent thugs and unable to speak English. Marshanda - a legendary female Pirate warrior - is transported from 
ancient China onto the streets of modern London. Unable to speak English, she runs into Mia, a cautious barmaid, who feels compelled 
to help her. Marshanda’s clearly on the run – from someone or something - but struggles to share her story. It isn’t long before a group 
of thugs, led by an eerily polite boss, Walsh, arrives at the bar. They want Marshanda and Walsh will use any means to get her. 
However, he’s underestimated his opponent. 
In a torrent of heart stopping action, we’re taken deep within a network of secret tunnels under the streets of London and into a world 
of folklore, villainy and martial arts. 

 

Enter The Dragons       
Cast: Gemma Arterton, Jason Tobin 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Marjane Satrapi 
Status:  Pre-Production 

WestEnd Films 
Sofia Neves 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1119 

Synopsis: England, 1979. Mrs Thatcher has just won the election, but life hasn't changed for women in the small Lancashire 
town of Coalshaw. The most Gloria Grimshaw (Gemma Arterton) can hope for is selling cosmetics and having a baby... but when the 
close-knit community of women comes under threat, Gloria is forced to defend herself – by learning martial arts from Hao at the 
Chinese takeaway. As Gloria begins to take control of her life, her friends notice this transformation and want to join in. Soon women 
of all ages are learning to fight together with Gloria and Hao, becoming the Coalshaw Dragons and using their new skills to stand up to 
the men in their lives. But Hao has a secret battle of his own to fight… ENTER THE DRAGONS is a kick-ass comedy about women, 
relationships and unleashing the dragon inside all of us. 

 

Escape       
Cast: Sarah Alexandra Marks, Sean Cronin, Angela Dixon, 

Megan Lockhurst 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard  J Ford 
Status:  Post-Production 

GFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 446/448 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 

Synopsis: Ten sex trafficked young women are taken from an island resort by a violent criminal gang for shipping to an 
overseas client. A young nurse and feisty dancer hatch an escape-plan, finding themselves in the desert fighting for survival against 
ruthless traffickers. 

 

Every Little Thing       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Sally Aitken 
Status:  Completed 

Dogwoof 
Ana Vicente 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: Amid the glamour of Hollywood, Los Angeles, a woman finds herself on a transformative journey as she nurtures 
wounded hummingbirds, unraveling a visually captivating and magical tale of love, fragility, healing, and the delicate beauty in tiny acts 
of greatness. 

 

Everyone Is Going To Die       
Cast: Jaime Winstone, Brad Moore, Chiara D'Anna, Gledisa 

Arthur 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Craig Tuohy 
Status:  Completed 

Jinga Films 
Kevin Law 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 

Synopsis: A father attempts to reconcile with his estranged daughter by inviting her to his rural retreat for a special birthday 
dinner. But when the home is invaded by two masked women armed with shotguns, a lethal game of cat and mouse ensues, 
culminating in a life-altering revelation. 
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Evie       
Cast: Holli Dempsey, Jay Taylor, Michael Smiley, Liam 

McMahon, Joanne Mitchell, Honey Lundy 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Dominic  Brunt 
Status:  Completed 

Devilworks / New Era Ent. 
Samatha Richardson 
info@devilworks.eu 

Market Office: Marriott Hotel 108 
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: When young girl Evie finds a cursed necklace washed up at the seaside, she doesn't realize the evil presence 
connected to it. As the necklace's power takes hold of her, she unleashes a deadly water demon that wants to claim her. 

 

Exodus       
Cast: Denis Ostier, Selen Cabel, Uumit Ulgen, Gamze Seber, 

Doga Celik 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Louise Archambault 
Status:  Completed 

Wide 
Marco Urizzi 

infos@widemanagement.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 29 

Home Office tel: +33 1 53 95 04 64 

Synopsis: A group of migrants all from different backgrounds form bonds and friendships when they find themselves brought 
together in a human traffickers dwelling. They now face the treacherous task of crossing the Meric river and seeking refuge in Greece. 

 

Falling Into Place       
Cast: Aylin Tezel, Chris Fulton, Alexandra Dowling, Rory Fleck 

Byrne 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Aylin Tezel 
Status:  Completed 

Global Screen 
Martin Schneider 

info@globalscreen.de 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 103 

Home Office tel: +49 89 2441295 500 

Synopsis: For a few seconds, they become aware of each other, forgetting the roar of the coach that will take them to a 
Scottish seaside town. Neither German Kira, nor Scottish Ian, both in their early thirties, know that this brief encounter will change 
their lives. Both are on the run - from their past as well as the reality of their present lives. When they meet a second time that night, a 
magical bond develops between the two strangers. But fate tears them apart again and they both return to London, unaware that they 
live in the same city. Kira and Ian will have to face their own demons before they are ready to truly meet in the end. 

 

Feather Christmas       
Cast: Ocean M Harris, Sarah Jane Duncan, Tom Machell 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Lucy Rachel Turner 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: For single dad, and veterinarian, Martin, Christmas is all about upholding regular family traditions to keep the 
memory of his late wife alive. But when an ailing pet chicken arrives at his home-run animal sanctuary, the family’s festive plans, and 
entire world, are turned upside down, as new love blossoms and spreads its wings! 

 

Feed       
Cast: Niamh McCormack, Daisy Jelley, Clinton Liberty 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Marco Van Belle 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Metro International Ent. 
Michael Yates 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 545/547 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: Inspired by Bram Stoker’s Dracula and the Irish legend of the Dearg-Due, a group of twenty-something social media 
influencers renting a remote contemporary mansion battle for their lives when they awaken the world’s original vampire from its 
slumber. 

 

A Fistful Of Karma       
Cast: Adrian Bouchet, Stephanie Siadatan, Oliver Tobias, Dan 

Hildebrand, Victoria Grove 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Terence Gross 
Status:  Completed 

TALK Global Media 
Terese Linden Kohn 

terese@talkglobalmedia.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 139 
Home Office tel: +1 323 363 9872 

Synopsis: Il Santuario in Tuscany, Italy hosts groups seeking spiritual growth and escape from the everyday stress we all 
experience. Its ancient walls have witnessed everything from desire to raging insanity - and that's just the staff - Now meet the guests. 
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The Flats       
Genre: Social issues 
Director:  Alessandra  Celesia 
Status:  Completed 

The Party Film Sales 
Théo Lionel 

sales@thepartysales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 06 

Home Office tel: +33 1 76 21 51 77 
Synopsis: New Lodge: seven 12-storey towers each stuck in the heart of Belfast. One of the areas that were the most severely 
affected by the Northern-Irish conflict during three decades. One of those where the number of casualties per inhabitant can make 
your head spin. Today, this small Catholic neighbourhood is marked by some kind of social abandonment. Yet, a touch of madness and 
hope, even idealism, still floats around, supported by the humanity and caustic humour of the locals. More than 20 years after the 
cease-fire, what has become of the residents of this high-rise microcosm, which has been forever marked by the trauma and bloodshed 
of the “Troubles”? 
 

 

The Flight Of Bryan       
Cast: Bryan Allen, Jordan Rezo, Paul Maccready, Steven 

O’Neill, Sam Duran, Jose Palma 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  James Erskine 
Status:  Completed 

Altitude Film Sales 
Mike Runagall 

sales@altitudefilmsales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 157 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Genre-busting tale of how unemployed amateur cyclist BRYAN ALLEN, and heavily in debt father of three, PAUL 
MACCREADY, together with a rag-tag team of neuro-diverse outliers, set out on a death-defying and madcap quest to untangle the 
mystery of human powered flight and in doing so win the most coveted prize in aviation. Built from a remarkable trove of recently 
discovered 16mm footage along with an arsenal of innovative techniques, this uplifting story of ingenuity, courage and determination, 
challenges us to question the assumptions we make about about society’s outliers and reminds us of how the stories we tell can help 
us to understand and perhaps change the world. 

 

Fools       
Cast: Karen Gillan, Patsy Ferran, Brenda Blethyn, Jim 

Broadbent 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Mark Jenkin 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Altitude Film Sales 
Mike Runagall 

sales@altitudefilmsales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 157 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: England, 1553 – the aftermath of Henry VIII’s death has left the nation divided. Amidst great tension, England’s first 
Queen, Mary I, takes the throne. The country is on the brink of chaos, and the ambitious Cardinal Pole plots to secure control. 
However, he has overlooked a humble court-jester; Jane Foole. The pious, and apparently humourless queen finds Jane’s brilliant 
slapstick routines uproariously funny, and they strike up a genuine friendship. Jane’s comedy lightens Mary’s mood in the darkest of 
times, helping fend off Pole’s murderous manipulation. But for how long? Can Jane’s comedic charm continue to outwit Mary’s chief 
advisor, or will the laughter fade in the face of looming danger? Can Jane’s comedy save a nation from civil war? 

 

Fortunes Of War       
Cast: James Oliver Wheatley, Sophie Craig 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Bill Thomas 
Status:  Post-Production 

101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan BURKE 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau G7  
Market tel: +353 87 251 7136 

Synopsis: When a covert raid in Normandy goes wrong, - an ambush on a road in a forest - a small team of British commandos 
are cut off from their comrades. 

 

Four Letters Of Love       
Cast: Pierce Brosnan, Helena Bonham Carter, Gabriel Byrne, 

Ann Skelly, Fionn O’Shea 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Polly  Steele 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Cornerstone Films 
Carla Quarto di Palo 

cq@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt Hotel 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257 

Synopsis: Nicholas (O’Shea) and Isabel (Skelly) are made for each other, but fate does not always choose the easiest path to 
true love. As destiny pulls them together, so do family, passion, and faith drive them apart.  Nicholas’ father, William (Brosnan), comes 
home one day to shatter his family’s quiet, modest life. He tells them that in a moment of divine intervention, God has instructed him 
to dedicate his life to painting. He quits his job and sets off for the coast, leaving his shellshocked wife and son to fend for themselves. 
Meanwhile Isabel and her family live a charmed existence on a nearby small neighbouring island, their house full of music and poetry. 
When tragedy strikes and her brother suffers a terrible accident, the music stops, and Isabel’s parents (Bonham Carter, Byrne) decide in 
their grief to send Isabel to a convent school on the mainland. 
The young lovers embark on their own individual journeys of heartache and misplaced love, before fate contrives to pull the threads off 
their lives together. When they meet, it will be like a miracle. 
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Four Quartets       
Cast: Ralph Fiennes 
Genre: Art - Culture 
Director:  Sophie Fiennes 
Status:  Post-Production 

WestEnd Films 
Sofia Neves 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1119 

Synopsis: Ralph Fiennes’ exquisite performance of T.S. Eliot's poetic masterpiece is translated from stage to screen by director 
Sophie Fiennes. Early in the Covid pandemic, Ralph Fiennes set himself the challenge of committing FOUR QUARTETS to memory. 
Written by Eliot in the shadow of the Second World War, the poem is a searching examination of who - and what - we are. The 
questions, imagery and emotions it produces bear powerful relevance to our time, to now. 

 

Frankenstein: Legacy       
Cast: Juliet Aubrey, Michelle Ryan, Philip Martin Brown, Matt 

Barber 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Dudbridge 
Status:  Completed 

101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan BURKE 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau G7  
Market tel: +353 87 251 7136 

Synopsis: England, 1875. A century after Victor Frankenstein's doomed experiment, his journals have traded hands for 
decades. 

 

Freud's Last Session       
Cast: Anthony Hopkins 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Matthew Brown 
Status:  Completed 

WestEnd Films 
Sofia Neves 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1119 

Synopsis: On the eve of the Second World War and the end of his life, Sigmund Freud (Hopkins) invites iconic author C.S. 
Lewis for a debate over the existence of God. Innovatively, the film explores Freud’s unique relationship with his lesbian daughter 
Anna, and Lewis’ unconventional romance with his best friend’s mother. FREUD’S LAST SESSION interweaves past, present and fantasy, 
bursting from the confines of Freud’s study on a dynamic journey. 

 

Ghost Writer       
Cast: Luke Mably, Andrea Deck, Laura Ashcroft 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Wilkins 
Status:  Completed 

Jinga Films 
Kevin Law 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 

Synopsis: A struggling author plagiarises his deceased fathers unpublished novel unleashing demons that he must overcome 
or be haunted by for the rest of his life. 

 

Girl From The North Country       
Cast: Chloe Bailey, Woody Harrelson, Tosin Cole, Olivia 

Colman 
Genre: Musical 
Director:  Conor McPherson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Rocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 

Synopsis: In what the New York Times declared “profoundly beautiful”, and the Chicago Tribune called "a Broadway 
revelation!," GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY re imagines legendary Bob Dylan songs, including: "Forever Young,", "Hurricane," "Slow 
Train Coming," “Make You Feel My Love” and "Like A Rolling Stone." Based in 1934 in Duluth, Minnesota during the Great Depression, a 
group of wayward travellersʼ lives intersect in a guesthouse filled with music, life and hope. Things are spiralling out of control for 
proprietor NICK LAINE. His wife ELIZABETH is suffering from dementia. The bank is foreclosing on their home. Their adopted daughter, 
MARIANNE, has a closely guarded secret that no-one can explain. But when an escaped convict JOE SCOTT seeks shelter at the 
guesthouse, a relationship develops between MARIANNE and JOE that will change everything for everyone forever. A love story set in a 
time of adversity; GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY speaks to our world now just as Bob Dylanʼs timeless songs give voice to the 
eternal struggle of the human spirit for every age. 
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The Glenarma Tapes       
Cast: Warren McCook, Sophie Hill 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tony  Devlin 
Status:  Completed 

Hewes Pictures 
Princeton Holt 

sales@hewespictures.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 130 

Home Office tel: +1 212 726 2519 
Market tel: +1 646 867 3547 

Synopsis: On March 13th 2020, five students and two faculty members from the Mid Ulster College of Arts disappeared 
without trace. They were last seen near the village of Glenarma, over sixty miles away from their campus. Two years later, footage 
detailing their movements on the day they disappeared was uncovered during a police operation outside Belfast. This is that footage. 
 

 

Hamlet       
Cast: Ian McKellen, Jonathan Hyde, Jenny Seagrove, Steven 

Berkoff, Francesca Annis, Frances Barber 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Sean Mathias 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: A tale of revenge that has stood the test of time, Shakespeare’s classic tragedy is reimagined for the modern day as 
a gripping psychological thriller! Transcending the confines of the stage, the film utilises nearly every room of the Theatre Royal 
Windsor to transform it into the immortal Elsinore Castle, from basement dungeon to roof-top battlement. The critically acclaimed, 
recent stage cast of ‘Hamlet’, including Ian McKellen, Frances Barber (King Lear, Chekhov’s The Seagull) and Jonathan Hyde (King Lear, 
Titanic, Crimson Peak), bring their iconic roles to life in this compelling new film adaptation.   
McKellen reprises his lead role as Hamlet, a man who descends into madness as he seeks vengeance against his uncle for the apparent 
murder of his father. Further cast includes stars of stage and screen, Jenny Seagrove, Steven Berkoff, and BAFTA-winner Francesca 
Annis. 

 

Hill       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alex Holmes 
Status:  Production 

Independent 
Jordan Allwood 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1129 

Synopsis: Damon Hill’s father was his hero. Graham was a two-time world champion and racing icon full of natural charisma, 
humour and vibrancy; he was a towering figure. For Damon, growing up on the circuit at a time when F1 was immensely dangerous for 
the drivers, death cast a constant threat. And when Graham was killed in a plane crash leaving the family with nothing, 15-year-old 
Damon was forced to find his path without his father’s support and guidance, a path that would ultimately to lead him back into 
Formula 1. 
This is the story of a son’s life-long search to understand his father set against the backdrop of two fascinating, contrasting eras of the 
sport: the 1960-70’s, a time of glamour and demi-gods, and the 1980-90’s, a time of rivalry among men. This film tells how Damon 
wrestled with his father’s legacy and how, through sheer determination, he forged himself into a champion and became the father he 
never had. 
 

 

Hitmen       
Cast: Eric Roberts, Adam Deacon, Georges St-Pierre 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Savvas D. Michael 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: Academy Award-nominee Eric Roberts, BAFTA-winner Adam Deacon and legendary UFC champion Georges St-
Pierre star in this action-thriller, from the Director of The Bezonians and Original Gangster. After accidentally killing the grandson of a 
powerful CEO, a couple are forced to fight or flee for their lives when the vengeful businessman enlists the help of a mob boss to take 
them down. With a $1 million bounty placed on their heads, a ruthless game of cat and mouse begins as they attract the attention of 
the world's deadliest assassins, who will stop at nothing to claim their prize. 
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Hoard       
Cast: Saura Lightfoot Leon, Joseph Quinn, Hayley Squires 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Luna Carmoon 
Status:  Completed 

Alpha Violet 
Keiko Funato 

info@alphaviolet.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 104 

Home Office tel: +33 1 47 97 39 84 

Synopsis: 1984: There’s a landfill in our living room Mother and Maria’s world feels like sparkles down spines, Christmas is 
every day in their nidus of love.  
1994: He handed her to me, its weight would come in waves Maria's last day of school. As she arrives home, at the top stairs, waiting, 
are two bare feet. A tall odd man, a stranger who has a familiar scent of trauma, a childhood pain, a gemini of knowing stings - Michael. 

 

Holidays At The Ranch       
Cast: Sarah Jane Duncan, Joe Gallina 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Liana Failla 
Status:  Completed 

Devilworks / New Era Ent. 
Samatha Richardson 
info@devilworks.eu 

Market Office: Marriott Hotel 108 
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: When business exec Kate returns home for the holidays, she doesn’t expect to bump into her childhood sweetheart 
Matt. When she agrees to help out at his ranch, sparks fly and she begins to fall in love all over again. When the holidays are over, she 
faces a difficult decision, whether to return to the city and her career or follow her heart. 

 

Hostile Dimensions       
Cast: Annabel Logan, Joma West 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Graham Hughes 
Status:  Completed 

Blue Finch Film Releasing 
Mike Chapman 

info@bluefinchfilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 

Synopsis: Hostile Dimensions follows two documentary filmmakers who decide to investigate the disappearance of a graffiti 
artist who seemingly ‘vanished’. As they delve deeper into their research, they encounter an ominous freestanding door which leads 
them on a dark journey through the dimensions behind it. Determined to uncover the truth the pair soon realise they have stumbled 
across something far more terrifying than they could have ever imagined. 

 

Humbugged!       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Todd Edwards 
Status:  Pre-Production 

GFM Animation 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmanimation.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 446/448 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 

Synopsis: 1843 - Marley is a glum ghost with a serious chip on his shoulder. For seven years he's been fuelled by bitterness 
towards his former business partner Scrooge.Destined to stay this way forevermore, his afterlife takes an unexpected turn when a 
tough-love angel offers him an off-the-record opportunity to earn his angel wings. It's a simple task she says... Simply scare Scrooge 
into being a better man. Marley reluctantly agrees. He knows he's a lousy haunter and is about to quit when a Sherlock Holmes looking 
spirit and professional haunter named Smith mysteriously appears. Smith offers to team up and together they assemble an oddball 
crew of misfits to work on planning the perfect heist. Indeed, it may very well be the haunting of a lifetime. A fun, laugh-out-loud 
comedy adventure for the whole family that can play to audiences from October through to the New Year. 

 

I Could Never Go Vegan       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Thomas Pickering 
Status:  Completed 

Canoe Film 
Caroline Stern 

caroline@canoe.film 
Home Office tel: +44 7476 854 969 

Synopsis: Born in the 1980’s and raised vegetarian, before switching to a vegan diet, Tom Pickering has always believed he’s 
been doing right by the animals, his own health, and - more recently - the planet. Despite this, he still can’t go a day without hearing 
from others why they could never go vegan. From “where do you get your protein” and “soya is killing the rainforests” to “vegan food 
is expensive” and “climate change doesn’t exist”, he’s heard it all. With no sign of these arguments against his lifestyle choice going 
away, Tom sets out to investigate the many reasons he’s heard over the years, and see if they’re unjustified, or whether his upbringing 
was one big plant based con. 
On his journey Tom tracks down several top athletes, witnessing world records, championship successes and an 84-year-old taking part 
in his sixth ultra-marathon. He speaks to doctors, environmental scientists, psychologists and chefs. At the end of it all, Tom tries to 
piece together this complex picture as he finds a clear link between the way we treat animals, the effect it has on our planet, and our 
own health. 
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An Ideal Wife       
Cast: Emilia Clarke 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sophie Hyde 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Embankment Films 
Paulina Taher 

info@embankmentfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 104 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7183 4739 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1105 

Synopsis: Follows the life of Irish children's author Constance Lloyd, wife of Oscar Wilde, exploring the sexual awakening she 
experienced when she discovered that Wilde was homosexual. 

 

In Camera       
Cast: Nabhaan Rizwan, Amir El-Masry, Rory Fleck Byrne 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Naqqash  Khalid 
Status:  Completed 

Together Films 
Sarah Mosses 

sales@togetherfilms.org 
  

Synopsis: In Camera follows Aden – played by Rizwan – a young Actor whose in a cycle of nightmarish auditions. After he 
receives multiple rejections, Aden takes it upon himself to find a new part to play. 

 

In The Shadows       
Cast: Letitia Wright 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Anthony Wonke 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Altitude Film Sales 
Mike Runagall 

sales@altitudefilmsales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 157 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: IN THE SHADOWS tells the true story of Ramla Ali, the first Somali British professional boxing champion and her 
journey to find her own identity in-spite of the world she was born into. Against the odds, she discovers the power of family, love, faith 
and self-belief as she learns how to open the door to her future. 

 

Inside       
Cast: Willem Dafoe 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Vasilis Katsoupis 
Status:  Completed 

Bankside Films 
Yana Georgieva 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1103 

Synopsis: Nemo, a high-end art thief, is trapped in a New York penthouse after his heist doesn't go as planned. Locked inside 
with nothing but priceless works of art, he must use all his cunning and invention to survive. 

 

Janet Planet       
Cast: Julianne Nicholson, Zoe Ziegler, Elias Koteas, Will Patton, 

Sophie Okonedo 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Annie Baker 
Status:  Completed 

A24 Films 
Anna Chettle 

info@a24films.com 
Home Office tel: +1 646 568 6015 

Synopsis: In rural Western Massachusetts, 11-year-old Lacy spends the summer of 1991 at home, enthralled by her own 
imagination and the attention of her mother, Janet. As the months pass, three visitors enter their orbit. They are all captivated by Janet 
and her spellbinding nature. In her solitary moments, Lacy inhabits an inner world so extraordinarily detailed that it begins to seep into 
the outside world. 
In her debut feature film, the Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright Annie Baker captures a child’s experience of time passing and the 
ineffability of a daughter falling out of love with her mother. 

 

Kensuke's Kingdom       
Cast: Sally Hawkins, Cillian Murphy, Ken Watanabe, Raffey 

Cassidy 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Kirk Henry 
Status:  Completed 

Bankside Films 
Yana Georgieva 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1103 

Synopsis: Young Michael, shipwrecked on a remote island, must adapt to life alone. Over time, he feels another presence, 
learning that this world is home to both unimaginable danger and beauty. A gripping animated adaptation of a beloved novel. 
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Kill       
Cast: Paul Higgins, Brian Vernel, Daniel Portman, Calum Ross, 

Anita Vettesse, James Harkness, Joanne Thomson 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Rodger Griffiths 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: A hunting trip turns deadly when three brothers plot to murder their violent, abusive father. Determined to end the 
cycle of abuse that has already claimed their mother, the boys bury him in the forest. But returning later to the shallow grave, there is a 
problem. The body is not there. As fear and paranoia set in, the trio are forced to question each other’s loyalty, with devastating 
consequences. 

 

King's Gambit       
Cast: Magnus Carlsen, Varuzhan Akobian, Fabiano Caruana, 

Daniel King, Derek Redmond 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alan Byron 
Status:  Completed 

Screenbound Int'l Pictures 
info@screenbound.co.uk 

Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 
Home Office tel: +44 1455 558160 

Synopsis: Champions in all sports are aiming to discover that small edge that separates winners from the field. Mental 
strength and inner psychology is what make champions stand out from the competitors. ‘King's Gambit’ is a new feature documentary 
that unlocks what athletes, racers and golfers can learn from the one sporting contest where mental strength is paramount: elite 
professional chess. 

 

Kneecap       
Cast: Mo Mo Chara, Móglaí Móglaí Bap, Dj Próvai, Simone 

Simone Kirby, Josie Walker, Michael Fassbender 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Rich   Rich Peppiatt 
Status:  Completed 

Charades 
Joseph Pery 

joseph@charades.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 162 

Home Office tel: +33 9 84 10 27 84 

Synopsis: When fate brings together disillusioned music teacher JJ with self-confessed 'low life scum' Naoise & Liam Og, the 
sound of Irish music is changed forever. Their West Belfast hip-hop group, Kneecap, fast become unlikely figureheads of the civil rights 
movement to save the Irish language. But police, paramilitaries & politicians soon threaten to derail their ambitions - even if their worst 
enemies are often themselves. 
Across the globe a language dies every 40 days – this is the darkly comic true story about the fight to save one of them. 
 

 

The Land Of Sometimes       
Cast: Ewan McGregor, Helena Bonham Carter, Terry Jones 
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Leon Joosen 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: When two twins open a magical gift on Christmas Eve, they are whisked away to a dazzling island full of wonderful 
characters, where all their dreams can come true. But in a world where all four seasons pass in one day, they’ll need to be careful what 
they wish for! Featuring an all-star voice cast including Emmy winner Ewan McGregor (Star Wars franchise, Christopher Robin) and 
two-time Oscar nominee Helena Bonham Carter (Harry Potter franchise, Enola Holmes). 

 

The Last Dinosaur       
Cast: Kate Winslet 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Ben Smith 
Status:  Production 

Film Constellation 
Léo Teste 

office@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 160 

Home Office tel: +44 7502 264 075 

Synopsis: When Rex, son of the King of Dinosaurs is suddenly snatched up and transported to the future in a faulty time 
machine, he finds himself stranded in the 21st Century. Desperate to return to his own era to help save his kin, Rex must team up with 
a gang of nerds, freaks, and geeks to go back 65 million years in time. But when he realises saving those he loves means big trouble for 
his newfound friends, he will have to face what it means to be ... The Last Dinosaur. 
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Last Swim       
Cast: Deba Hekmat 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sasha Nathwani 
Status:  Completed 

Indie Sales 
Clément Chautant 

cchautant@indiesales.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 34 

Home Office tel: +33 6 76 01 41 69 
Market tel: +33 0 1 44 83 02 27 

Synopsis: A-levels results day. An ambitious and brainy Iranian-British teenager embarks on a journey across London with her 
friends, while secretly grappling with a life-changing decision. 

 

Layla       
Cast: Bilal Hasna, Louis Greatorex 
Genre: LGBT 
Director:  Amrou Al-Kadhi 
Status:  Completed 

Independent 
Jordan Allwood 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1129 

Synopsis: Layla is a struggling British-Palestinian drag performer whose confident façade hides a desperate desire for love. 
When their performance at a belittling corporate Pride event turns into a transgressive takedown, they are surprised to win the 
affection of Max, a charming, successful white gay man. 

 

Lie Of The Land       
Cast: Nigel O'Neill, Barry John Kensella, Ali White, Paddy 

Jenkins, Abe Smyth 
Genre: First film 
Director:  John  Carlin 
Status:  Completed 

Department H 
Brian Nitzkin 

brian@departmenth.tv 
  

Synopsis: Mathew (Nigel O’Neill) and Kath (Ali White) are a middle-aged couple eking out a living on a small farm in 
Ballymena. Desperate and crippled with debt, they are seduced by a plan to leave everything behind and find a life away from their 
bleak memories and financial burdens. Shepherd (Barry John Kinsella) appears as an angel ready to usher them to their new paradise, 
though as suspicions arise about his motives, events take a dark turn. The winner of the Best Irish First Feature award at this year’s 
Galway Film Fleadh, John Carlin’s exceptional debut sprinkles social commentary over thriller convention to produce a film that is 
tense, daring and original. 

 

Little Bone Lodge       
Cast: Joely Richardson, Sadie Soverall, Neil Linpow, Harry 

Cadby 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Matthias Hoene 
Status:  Completed 

SC Films Int'l 
Simon Crowe 

info@scfilmsinternational.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 7764 942 149 

Synopsis: LITTLE BONE LODGE follows two criminal brothers on the run, who seek refuge in a desolate farmhouse. Taking the 
entire family captive, they find that the house holds terrible and dark secrets of its own. Joely Richardson plays the fearsome family 
matriarch.The British horror / thriller marks a reunion for SC Films with producers Tea Shop Films (COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES, I AM 
SOLDIER, TOWER BLOCK) and director Matthias Hoene who previously partnered on the cult festival hit COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES. 

 

Loch Ness: They Created A Monster       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  John Maclaverty 
Status:  Completed 

Cercamon 
Sébastien Chesneau 

sebastien@cercamon.biz 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 15 

Home Office tel: +33 6 21 71 39 11 
Synopsis: From across the world, people were drawn to a remote lake in Scotland - in a search for what they passionately 
believed would be - the Natural History Discovery of the Century. But the deeper they looked... the darker it got... 

 

Lollipop       
Cast: Posy Sterling, Idil Ahmed, Terriann Cousins, Aliyah Abdi, 

Tegan-Mia Stanley Rhodes, Luke Howitt 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Daisy-May Hudson 
Status:  Completed 

Architect 
Max Pirkis 

max@architect-global.com 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3745 5099 

Market tel: +44 7899 020 887 

Synopsis: Lollipop is an optimistic and life-affirming story that follows Molly, a young woman who having just been released 
from prison struggles to regain custody of her children from the state. 
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The Lonely Musketeer       
Cast: Edward Hogg 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Nicolai Schumann 
Status:  Completed 

Alief 
Brett Walker 

info@alief.co.uk 
Market Office: Creative Europe MEDIA 

Gropius Bau C2 
Home Office tel: +33 9 81 03 50 95 

Synopsis: Rupert wakes up in a locked room without any doors or windows. As he investigates, he is haunted by the past and 
slowly discovers the horror he has gotten into. 

 

Look To The Light       
Cast: Charlie Goddard, Lucy Benjamin, Mark Monaghan, Kele 

Le Roe, Sharon Duce, Marion Fagbemi, Lily Blunsom-
Washbrook 

Genre: Drama 
Director:  Christopher Manoe 
Status:  Completed 

101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan BURKE 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau G7  
Market tel: +353 87 251 7136 

Synopsis: The life of a wannabe celebrity influencer takes a tragic turn as he chooses fast track insta-fame over love… 
 

Lord Of Misrule       
Cast: Tuppence Middleton, Ralph Ineson, Matt Stokoe, Evie 

Templeton 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  William Brent-Bell 
Status:  Completed 

Bankside Films 
Yana Georgieva 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1103 

Synopsis: LORD OF MISRULE follows Rebecca Holland (Tuppence Middleton), who has recently taken over as priest of a small 
town. When her young daughter Grace (Evie Templeton) goes missing at the local harvest festival, a desperate search begins. 

 

Lore       
Cast: Richard Brake, Andrew Lee Potts, Bill Fellows 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  James Bushe 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: Four young thrill-seeking friends book a horror-themed camping excursion led by Darwin, a strange and eccentric 
guide, who one night encourages them to tell their scariest story around a fire. As they recount tales of sinister spirits and malevolent 
demons, the group soon realises that these stories will have very real consequences for them all. 

 

Love Lies Bleeding       
Cast: Kristen Stewart, Katy O’Brian, Ed Harris, Dave Franco, 

Jena Malone 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Rose Glass 
Status:  Completed 

A24 Films 
Anna Chettle 

info@a24films.com 
Home Office tel: +1 646 568 6015 

Synopsis: Jackie is determined to make it as a bodybuilder and is heading to Las Vegas to take part in a competition. On her 
way, she passes through a small town in New Mexico where she meets Lou, the reclusive manager of the local gym. Lou’s father is an 
arms dealer and holds the reins of a crime syndicate. Jackie and Lou fall in love. But their relationship provokes violence and the two 
become deeply entangled in the machinations of Lou’s family. 
Love Lies Bleeding is Rose Glass’s second film following the successful Saint Maud. At once dreamy and nightmarish, it tells of love, 
revenge and the magic of the endless, lonely desert roads in the US. 

 

Made In Dublin       
Cast: Stuart Cullen, Paudge Behan, Jonathan Delaney Tynan 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jack Armstrong 
Status:  Completed 

Princ Films 
Igor Princ 

igor@princfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 171 

Home Office tel: +1 763 458 1967 

Synopsis: Tells the story of Finn, an aspiring actor who makes a living working in a restaurant in Dublin. A meeting with a 
famous director with a dark past ends up in conflict. 
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Made In England: The Films Of Powell And 
Pressburger       
Cast: Martin Scorsese 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  David Hinton 
Status:  Post-Production 

Altitude Film Sales 
Mike Runagall 

sales@altitudefilmsales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 157 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Directed by two-time BAFTA and Emmy winning David Hinton, this is Scorsese’s personal and moving look at two of 
British cinemas greatest filmmakers. Producing, writing, and directing, Powell and Pressburger created some of great classics of the 
British golden age including The Red Shoes, Black Narcissus, A Matter of Life and Death and The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp. In the 
words of Scorsese their films were “grand, poetic, wise, adventurous, headstrong, enraptured by beauty, deeply romantic, and 
completely uncompromising”. This film will be an unparalleled exploration of their genius.  
Scorsese will take the audience on a very personal journey as we hear how, from a young age he was captivated by their films, how 
they helped shape his own filmmaking and how a later friendship with Michael Powell left an indelible mark on his own life.  Brought to 
life with a treasure trove of rare archival material from the personal collections of Powell, Pressburger and Scorsese, the story will be 
told using diaries, audio recordings, home movies, personal snapshots and of course the films themselves. 

 

Marmalade       
Cast: Joe Keery, Aldis Hodge, Camila Morrone 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Keir O'Donnell 
Status:  Completed 

Signature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1054/1056 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3657 7050 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1158 

Synopsis: Marmalade centers on the recently incarcerated Baron (Keery) who strikes up a friendship with cellmate Otis 
(Hodge), a man with a well-versed history of prison breaks. As the pair hatch an escape plan together, Baron recalls the story of how he 
met Marmalade (Morrone), the love of his life, and their "Bonnie and Clyde" style scheme to rob a bank in order to care for his sick 
mother and give the couple the life they’ve always dreamed of. 

 

Matinee Idol       
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Lisa Barros D'Sa, Glenn Leyburn 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Celsius Entertainment 
Amy George 

sales@celsiusentertainment.com 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7193 1801 

Synopsis: A hopeless romantic, inspired by the leading men from his favourite classic movies, tries to woo the girl of his 
dreams by recreating Hollywood’s most beloved love stories only to learn that it takes more than grand gestures to turn fantasy into 
reality. 

 

Medusa's Venom       
Cast: Becca Hirani, May Kelly, Connor Powles, Sarah T. Cohen, 

Rita Di Tuccio, Ella Starbuck, Katiris Cooper 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Chase  Martins 
Status:  Completed 

Devilworks / New Era Ent. 
Samatha Richardson 
info@devilworks.eu 

Market Office: Marriott Hotel 108 
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: The beast is back and her venom is deadlier than ever. When newcomer Lola is welcomed into Medusa’s circle, she 
endures a ritual to bring her closer to her new sisters, but what awaits her is more powerful and dangerous than she ever imagined. 
 

 

Midas Man       
Cast: Jacob Fortune-Lloyd, Jay Leno, Emily Watson, Eddie 

Marsan, Matt Lucas, Omari Douglas, Lukas Gage, Charley 
Palmer Rothwell 

Genre: Biography 
Director:  Joe Stephenson 
Status:  Completed 

Mister Smith Ent. 
Augusta Charlton 

info@mistersmithent.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1015 
Home Office tel: +44 7938 485 721 

Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1143 

Synopsis: On Thursday 9th November 1961, Brian Epstein descended the stairs to a cellar in Liverpool and changed the world 
forever. Innovator. Influencer. Impresario. The man with the golden touch. 
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A Million Days       
Cast: Simon Merrells, Kemi-Bo Jacobs, Hermione Corfield, 

Darrell D'Silva 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Mitch Jenkins 
Status:  Completed 

Signature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1054/1056 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3657 7050 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1158 

Synopsis: The year is 2041, Anderson and his team are making their final preparations before departure. However, after 
consulting Jay - the purpose-built AI – it becomes clear someone is trying to sabotage the mission. As the night descends into chaos, the 
group’s faith in one another begins to crack, when slowly Jay’s chilling intentions are exposed. 

 

Minore       
Cast: Davide Tucci, Daphne Alexander, Nicolas Bravos, 

Eleftheria Komi, Christos Kontogeorgis, Constantin 
Symsiris 

Genre: Fantasy 
Director:  Konstantinos Koutsoliotas 
Status:  Completed 

Raven Banner Ent. 
Michaelangelo Masangkay 

sales@ravenbanner.ca 
Market Office: Canada Pav Gropius Bau 151 

Home Office tel: +1 416 985 2544 
Market tel: +49 30 25920 - 856 

Synopsis: On a steamy summer night at the Greek seaside, full of music, dancing and taverna food, a sudden mist descends 
and strange creatures plague the city, attacking people and drawing others into the sea with strange dreams. 
A group of musicians join forces with a lost sailor in search of his wayward Greek father, along with a waitress, a bodybuilder, their 
granny, some local criminals, and an undead priest - banding together to fight back against the otherworldly invaders. 

 

Monstrous Beauty       
Cast: Bella Ramsey, Dominic West, Ruth Negga, Fiona Shaw 
Genre: Historical 
Director:  Romola Garai 
Status:  Pre-Production 

HanWay Films 
Nicole Mackey 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 25 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: Barbara is Born with a rare condition she is entirely covered in hair. She is offered a place in the luxurious court of 
King Charles II. Barbara aspires to become a playwright under the famous actress Nell powerful mistress to the King. 

 

The Moor       
Cast: Sophia La Porta, David Edward-Robertson, Elizabeth 

Dormer-Phillips, Bernard Hill 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Chris  Cronin 
Status:  Completed 

Raven Banner Ent. 
Michaelangelo Masangkay 

sales@ravenbanner.ca 
Market Office: Canada Pav Gropius Bau 151 

Home Office tel: +1 416 985 2544 
Market tel: +49 30 25920 - 856 

Synopsis: Claire was just a child when her best friend was abducted and murdered. Twenty-five years later, the killer has 
served his time and is due to be released. Claire is approached by Bill, the dead boy’s father, who has a plan to keep the killer behind 
bars. With the help of psychic Eleanor, he takes them deep into the haunted moor which he believes is his son’s final resting place. 
They find more than just the ghosts of dead children out there - something else, something dark and evil, stirs beneath their feet. 

 

The Morrigan       
Cast: Saffron Burrows, James Cosmo, Toby Stephens 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Colum Eastwood 
Status:  Pre-Production 

AMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 117 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714 
Market tel: +44 7929 448 361 

Synopsis: A successful archaeologist but absentee mother travels to Ireland to excavate a centuries old tomb.  But within the 
site lurks a danger hidden from mankind for centuries.  Once it is unleashed she must battle to save her rebellious teenage daughter 
from possession by a vengeful Pagan War Goddess, The Morrigan. 
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Moss & Freud       
Cast: Derek Jacobi, Ellie Bamber 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  James Lucas 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Cornerstone Films 
Carla Quarto di Palo 

cq@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt Hotel 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257 

Synopsis: At the peak of the supermodel era, Kate Moss, already a global icon, but at a crossroad in her life and work, agrees 
to sit for acclaimed painter Lucian Freud over an arduous, intense nine-month period at his studio in Holland Park. Although from 
seemingly different worlds and often at odds, as their relationship develops, the two enigmatic personalities discover they’re kindred 
spirits with lots to learn from each other and, as a consequence, about themselves. The process becomes cathartic, leaving both 
changed forever. 
 

 

Mr Burton       
Cast: Toby Jones, Lesley Manville, Aneurin Barnard, Aimee-

Ffion Edwards 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Marc Evans 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Independent 
Jordan Allwood 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1129 

Synopsis: The story of the wild school boy Rich Jenkins, son of a boozy miner and an English teacher who recognised his 
talent, Philip Burton. A moving, untold story of how Rich Jenkins became Richard Burton the biggest star Wales has ever produced. 

 

My Everest       
Cast: Man Stanton-Parfitt 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Carl Woods 
Status:  Completed 

Indiecan Ent. 
Nikki Bohm 

info@indiecanent.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 

Home Office tel: +1 416 898 3456 
Market tel: +1 310 691 4436 

Synopsis: A physically disabled man is on a mission to defy expectations and prove society is wrong about people like him. 
 

Name Me Lawand       
Genre: Social issues 
Director:  Ed Lovelace 
Status:  Completed 

MetFilm Sales 
Jenny Bonhhoff 

sales@metfilm.co.uk 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8280 9117 
Synopsis: Lawand is a young Kurdish boy, deaf since birth. At five years old his future in Iraq looks destined to be limited and 
lonely. In desperate search of a better life in a world where he can communicate, his family decide to leave their home. After a 
treacherous journey and a year in a refugee camp, the help of a deaf volunteer brings them to Derby where Lawand joins the Royal 
School for the Deaf. As he grows older, the film follows his dramatic progress learning British Sign Language, revealing a bright, 
charismatic and inquisitive boy, who discovers friendship and a new way to express himself. But just as Lawand is joyfully finding his 
place in the world, the family face deportation from the UK. 
 

 

The Offing       
Cast: Helena Bonhham Carter 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jessica Hobbs 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Beta Cinema 
Olga Deecke 

beta@betacinema.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 20 

Home Office tel: +49 89 673469828 
Market tel: +49 30 25920-837 

Synopsis: A blazing summer in post-war England. Robert is 16, the shy, nature loving son of a miner. Before he follows his 
father down the pit, he sets out to explore the countryside and see a little more of the world. He gets as far as Dulcie, a hard drinking, 
foul-mouthed, bohemian recluse several times his age. Under her eccentric tutelage, his life opens up to rich food, poetry, girls and the 
possibility that there may be more to living than duty and mining. But while Dulcie’s cottage and garden by the sea are idyllic, this place 
holds a tragic secret about Dulcie’s great love. When Robert discovers the truth, his brave and tender friendship compels Dulcie to 
open her own heart and re-engage with the world. Their encounter is a riotous clash of experience, personality and perspective which 
will leave them both forever changed. 
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The Old Man And The Land       
Cast: Emily Beecham, Rory Kinnear, Roger Marten 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Nicholas Parish 
Status:  Completed 

REASON8 Films 
Anna Krupnova 

ak@reason8films.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 7914 621 232 

Synopsis: An old farmer works his land like he always has, season after season, though his powers are now waning. But who 
will he leave it to in turn, when the time finally does come, for him to let go? 

 

Omar And Cedric: If This Ever Gets Weird       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Nicolas Jack Davies 
Status:   

Autlook Filmsales 
Andrea Hock 

welcome@autlookfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 132 

Home Office tel: +43 670 208 7881 
Synopsis: An intimate and personal chronicle of the lifelong friendship between Omar Rodriguez-Lopez and Cedric Bixler-
Zavala, the masterminds behind the Grammy Award winning band The Mars Volta and post-hardcore pioneers At the Drive In. 

 

On The Line       
Cast: Victoria Lucie, Dame Harriet Walter, Joanne Rogers, 

Royce Pierreson 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Oliver Pearn 
Status:  Completed 

Moviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips 

gary.phillips@moviehouseent.com 
Home Office tel: +44 1256 385909 

Market tel: +44 7973 627 494 

Synopsis: Alderney, UK. 1964. AGNES, 24 works alone as a switchboard operator in a telephone exchange. While going about 
her daily business connecting people, she passes the time listening in to their conversations. One day, she receives a strange call from 
SHIRLEY, a woman suffering from dementia and unable to clearly articulate what is happening around her. There’s a blood curdling 
scream and the line is cut. Extremely worried, Agnes calls the police. Over time, she gleans information from other callers, piecing 
together what has happened and comes to believe MARTHA, a nurse at the care home, has been kidnapped by HAROLD, a workman 
there. Agnes uses her powers of deduction and local knowledge to help the police track the abduction. But things take a turn for the 
worse when she realises everything is not as it seems. Eventually, the police locate Martha but not Harold. He has returned home to 
take his own life. With new information, Agnes calls and talks him down by sharing her experiences. Her day ends with both Harold and 
Agnes having new hope for the future. 

 

One For The Money       
Cast: Carey Mulligan, Tom Basden, Tim Key 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  James Griffiths 
Status:  Post-Production 

Bankside Films 
Yana Georgieva 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1103 

Synopsis: Charles, a strange lottery winner who lives alone on a secluded island, tries to make his fantasies come true by 
getting his favorite singer, Herb McGwyer, to perform at a special, private event. 

 

Orang Ikan       
Cast: Dean Fujioka, Callum Woodhouse 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Mike Wiluan 
Status:  Post-Production 

SC Films Int'l 
Simon Crowe 

info@scfilmsinternational.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 7764 942 149 

Synopsis: Set in the Pacific, 1942, a Japanese Hell Ship transports prisoners of war (POW) to occupied territories for slave 
labour. After being torpedoed by allied submarines, a Japanese soldier and a British POW are stranded on a deserted island, but soon 
discover they are not alone - they are being hunted by a ferocious mythological creature, the Orang Ikan. Unable to communicate, 
these two mortal enemies must come together to survive the unknown. 

 

The Outrun       
Cast: Saoirse Ronan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Nora Fingscheidt 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Protagonist Pictures 
Alexandra Da Silva 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1033 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1152 
Synopsis: Saoirse Ronan stars as Rona, who, fresh out of rehab, returns to the Orkney Islands; a place both wild and beautiful 
right off the Scottish coast. After more than a decade of living life on the edge in London, where she both found and lost love, Rona – 
now 30 – attempts to come to terms with her troubled past. As she reconnects with the dramatic landscape where she grew up, 
memories of her traumatic childhood merge with more recent challenging events that have set her on the path to recovery. 
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The Partisan       
Cast: Morgane Polanski, Malcolm Macdowell, Fredrick 

Schmidt, Piotr Adamczyk 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  James Marquand 
Status:  Post-Production 

Signature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1054/1056 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3657 7050 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1158 

Synopsis: Behind enemy lines in WWII, a brave spy working for the British makes her way to occupied France in a mission that 
could change the tide of the war. 

 

The Penguin Lessons       
Cast: Steve Coogan, Jonathan Pryce 
Genre: Book adaptation 
Director:  Peter Cattaneo 
Status:  Post-Production 

Rocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 

Synopsis: Based on The Sunday Times Top Ten bestselling book of the same name by Tom Michell, THE PENGUIN LESSONS is 
the true story of a disillusioned Englishman who went to work in a school in Argentina in 1976. Expecting an easy ride, he discovered 
instead a complicated and divided nation – and a class of practically unteachable young boys. However, when he finds a small penguin 
washed up on an oil slicked beach, his life is turned upside down – and the penguin becomes not only a valued friend, but also a 
teacher of life’s most important lessons, for Tom, the boys and, in fact, everyone he meets. 

 

The Radleys       
Cast: Damian Lewis 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Euros Lyn 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Cornerstone Films 
Carla Quarto di Palo 

cq@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt Hotel 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257 

Synopsis: The Radleys are an ordinary family, or at least that’s what the neighbours think, no one would suspect that behind 
all of this, the Radleys hold a dark secret… they are vampires. Only parents Helen and Peter know about the family’s true nature. They 
are ‘abstainers’, vampires who choose not to drink blood despite their natural cravings. Their teenagers, vegan Clara and lovesick 
Rowan, have no idea, until one evening Clara is attacked by a boy in her class and her bloodthirsty instincts take over, forcing her 
parents to finally reveal the truth. With this revelation, Rowan questions his own identity. 
The temptation to try his first taste of blood only grows stronger with the arrival of uncle Will, Peter’s twin brother and a practicing 
vampire, who pulls back the curtain on his vampiric life of hedonism and freedom. Will is all swagger and sex appeal, and his presence 
throws the whole family off their axis, unleashing suppressed desires for parents and teens alike. 

 

Raging Grace       
Cast: Max Eigenmann, Jaeden Boadilla, David Hayman, Leanne 

Best 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Paris Zarcilla 
Status:  Completed 

Blue Finch Film Releasing 
Mike Chapman 

info@bluefinchfilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 

Synopsis: A bold coming-of-rage story. Joy is an undocumented Filipina immigrant who is struggling to do the best she can for 
her daughter when she secures the perfect job; taking care of an extremely wealthy but terminal old man. The new position pays well 
and guarantees a roof over their heads but very soon, Joy and her daughter Grace start to realize everything is not as it seems. 
Something is festering beneath the surface, threatening all they have worked for. Deeply personal, "Raging Grace" is a nightmarish 
fever dream from an exciting new voice. 

 

Raven's Hollow       
Cast: William Moseley, Melanie Zanetti, Kate Dickie, David 

Hayman, Oberon Ka Adjepong 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Christopher Hatton 
Status:  Completed 

Canoe Film 
Caroline Stern 

caroline@canoe.film 
Home Office tel: +44 7476 854 969 

Synopsis: West Point cadet Edgar Allan Poe and four other cadets on a training exercise in upstate New York are drawn by a 
gruesome discovery into a forgotten community where they find a township guarding a frightening secret. 
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Reawakening       
Cast: Jared Harris, Erin Doherty, Juliet Stevenson, Niamh 

Cusack, Nicholas Pinnock 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Virginia Gilbert 
Status:  Post-Production 

WestEnd Films 
Sofia Neves 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1119 

Synopsis: Married couple John (Jared Harris) and Mary (Juliet Stevenson) have lived in an agonizing limbo of grief and guilt for 
the past ten years, since the disappearance of their only child, Clare, aged fourteen. Ten years later, she reappears on their doorstep, 
but is this young woman really who she claims to be? And if she is an imposter, what are her motives? As old tensions resurface, a 
gripping search for the truth unfolds... 

 

Rebellious       
Genre:  
Director:  Alex Tsitsil'In 
Status:  Completed 

Magic Frame Animation 
Lidia Chirita 

info@magicframeanimation.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 115 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7757 7467 
Synopsis: In this modern twist on a classic fairy tale, a headstrong princess is stolen by an evil sorcerer, and her scholarly 
fiancé must use his wits in an epic quest to find her. 

 

Relax       
Cast: Callum Scott Howells 
Genre: Musical 
Director:  Bernard Rose 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Independent 
Jordan Allwood 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1129 

Synopsis: The outrageous true story of a group of friends from Liverpool who form a band and create one of the most 
infamous hit singles of all times. The band? Frankie Goes to Hollywood. The single? Relax. 

 

The Rev       
Cast: Elilir Jones, Idris Morris, Richard Arfon 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Rhys  Edwards 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: 1985: Detective Inspector Gwyn Roberts is sent to a quiet seaside town to investigate an unusually threatening and 
vile anonymous letter, leading him to the home of mild-mannered clergymen, the Reverend Emyr Owen. What he would find was a 
discovery so shocking that the law system would attempt to bury the case. The Reverend was guilty of abusing and mutilating human 
bodies awaiting burial. This disturbing yet fascinating story is brought to light with interviews from police officers, psychiatrists, and 
legal experts, interwoven with dramatic recreations that delve into Owen’s history and unearth questions about his crimes that remain 
unanswered to this day. 

 

The Salt Path       
Cast: Gillian Anderson, Jason Isaacs 
Genre: Book adaptation 
Director:  Marianne Elliot 
Status:  Post-Production 

Rocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 

Synopsis: An honest and life-affirming true story of the healing power of the natural world when we are faced with trauma. 
 

Saucy! Secrets of the British Sex Comedy       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Simon Sheridan 
Status:  Completed 

Screenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558160 
Synopsis: Director Simon Sheridan's exhaustive examination of British sexploitation movies, made during the 1960s and 
1970s, when homegrown cinema was struggling to survive. The films' stars and makers share their memories of an extraordinary era. 
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Scott And Sid       
Cast: Tom Blyth, Richard Mason, Colin Fox, Andrew Porter, 

Charlotte Milchard 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Scott Elliott 
Status:  Completed 

Artist View Ent. 
Patti Rose 

sales@artistviewent.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 182 

Home Office tel: +1 818 752 2480 

Synopsis: In this inspirational story of friendship and coming-of-age, Scott (Richard Mason) and Sid (Tom Blyth) meet as 
teenagers in school and form a fast partnership. Neglected by their parents and despite no encouragement from their teachers, these 
dream chasers set out to build bigger lives, launching businesses before they’ve even graduated from school, braving gangsters, and 
defying their own limits to push themselves further than anyone ever thought they could. 

 

The Scurry       
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Craig Roberts 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Circus Studios 
Mac Harwood 

mharwood@circusstudios.com  
Market tel: +44 7920 047 227 

Synopsis: A Comedy-Horror where a diverse ensemble of characters are stranded in an Eco-cafe whilst rampant squirrels are 
on a bloody killing spree. 

 

Sebastian       
Cast: Ruaridh Mollica, Hiftu Quasem, Ingvar Sigurdsson, 

Jonathan Hyde, Leanne Best, Lara Rossi 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Mikko Mäkelä 
Status:  Completed 

LevelK 
Alexandra Cruz 

admin@levelk.dk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 27 

Home Office tel: +45 4 844 3072 

Synopsis: In this queer drama, we follow Max, a 25-year-old freelance writer and aspiring novelist who seems well on his way 
to success in London’s cultural spheres. Yet by night, he finds a different kind of exhilaration as a sex worker with the pseudonym 
Sebastian, meeting men via an escorting platform. Max uses his experiences as Sebastian to fuel his stories and the worthy debut novel 
that he has been longing to write, finally seems within reach. As Max increasingly struggles to remain in control of a delicately balanced 
double-life, he must reckon with whether Sebastian is merely a writer’s tool in their quest for the ultimate sense of first-hand 
authenticity – or whether something more is at stake. 

 

The Secret Of Me       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Grace Hughes-Hallet 
Status:  Production 

Dogwoof 
Ana Vicente 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: The Secret Of Me (w/t) follows a college student arriving at university, where a chance revelation uncovers an 
extraordinary secret her doctors and parents have kept from her all her life. She embarks on a journey to find out the truth about what 
happened to her when she was born. Her search to understand who she is leads her to a radical experiment on a pair of identical twins 
and a terrible lie. 
Directed and produced Grace Hughes-Hallett (producer of Three Identical Strangers) the documentary lifts the lid on a medical scandal 
that started in America in the 1960s and exploded into the public eye in the 2000s. The consequences for thousands of young children 
would be devastating. For one young student, it would change their life forever. This eye-opening film raises profound questions about 
secrecy, consent and identity. 

 

The Shamrock Spitfire       
Cast: Shane O’Regan, Chris Kaye, Bethany Billy, Eoin Lynch, 

Emily Outred, Carl Wharton 
Genre: True Story 
Director:  Ian Higgins 
Status:  Post-Production 

101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan BURKE 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau G7 
Market tel: +353 87 251 7136 

Synopsis: The Shamrock Spitfire chronicles the epic true story of Brendan Finucane, or Spitfire Paddy as he was increasingly 
known, who was killed when a “one in a million chance” bullet from ground fire pierced the radiator of his spitfire during a mission over 
France. With his plane rapidly losing altitude, he attempted to fly back across the English Channel but was forced to ditch into the sea 
and he subsequently vanished. He remains listed as missing in action to this day. The future of Europe hangs by a thread as the fierce 
battles rage in the skies over southern England. Pilots from countries invaded by Germany were involved, including a handful of 
volunteers from Ireland. Brendan was one of these Irishmen.  RAF pilots were already seen as glamorous, and Brendan’s fame spread 
after he shot down the best-known German fighter pilot of the time, Adolph Galland. Battling at more than 10,000 feet with enemy 
aircraft requires a mixture of bravery, tactical awareness and brute force. Brendan had it all. 
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Shepherd       
Cast: Tom Hughes, Kate Dickie, Greta Scacchi, Gaia Weiss, 

Jamie Marie Leary 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Russell Owen 
Status:  Completed 

Jinga Films 
Kevin Law 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 

Synopsis: Grief-stricken by the death of his pregnant wife, Erik Black takes a job as a shepherd on a remote island. But this 
perfect hideaway soon becomes an inescapable nightmare when a vengeful spirit forces him to confront his own sanity. 

 

Shikun       
Cast: Irène Jacob, Hanna Laslo, Yael Abecassis, Bahira Ablassi, 

Menashe Noy 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Amos Gitai 
Status:  Completed 

Visit Films 
Ryan Kampe 

info@visitfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 14 

Home Office tel: +1 718 312 8210 

Synopsis: Set within a single multi-use building, the Shikun, interweaving theatrical episodes portray festering fascism in 
Israeli society. Inspired by Eugène Ionesco's seminal play, some turn into rhinoceros; others resist. 

 

Silent Roar       
Cast: Louis McCartney, Ella Lily Hyland, Chinenye Ezeudu 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Johnny Barrington 
Status:  Completed 

Mk2 Films 
Fionnuala Jamison 

intlsales@mk2.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 31 

Home Office tel: +33 1 44 67 30 30 

Synopsis: On the island of Lewis, Scotland, Dondo, a young surfer, refuses to accept the death of his fisherman dad, despite 
being missing at sea for over a year. Unlike quiet and dreamy Dondo, his clever classmate Sas, is never afraid of rubbing people up the 
wrong way. Dondo and Sas’ unlikely bond will help them find their path in their rural community, through waves, beliefs, and hellfire. 

 

Sky Peals       
Cast: Faraz Ayub, Natalie Gavin, Claire Rushbrook, Simon 

Nagra, Steve Oram, Jeff Mizra 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Moin Hussain 
Status:  Post-Production 

Bankside Films 
Yana Georgieva 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1103 

Synopsis: Adam works nightshifts at a motorway service station and lives a small and lonely life. Upon hearing that his 
estranged father has died, he finds himself in search of answers. Piecing together a complicated image of a man he never knew, Adam 
starts to become convinced he descends from an alien race. 

 

Stopmotion       
Cast: Aisling Franciosi 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Robert  Morgan 
Status:  Completed 

Goodfellas 
Antoine Guilhem 

festival@goodfellas.film 
Market Office: Gropius Park 003 

Home Office tel: +33 1 43 13 21 78 

Synopsis: Ella Blake is a stop-motion animator who is struggling to control her demons after the loss of her overbearing 
mother. Suddenly alone in the world, she embarks upon the creation of a macabre new puppet film, which soon becomes the 
battleground for her sanity. As Ella’s mind starts to fracture, the characters in her animated film take on a terrifying life of their own, 
and the unleashed power of her imagination threatens to destroy her. 

 

A Sudden Glimpse To Deeper Things       
Cast: Tilda Swinton 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mark Cousins 
Status:  Completed 

Réservoir Docs 
Anaïs Clanet 

anais@reservoirdocs.net 
Market Office: Unifrance Gropius Bau 35 

Home Office tel: +33 6 83 22 18 06 

Synopsis: Narrated by Tilda Swinton’s, A SUDDEN GLIMPSE OF DEEPER THINGS is a true cinematic experience. Wilhelmina 
Barns-Graham was a painter, a visionary, an artist. She was a unique thinker.  
One day in May 1949, Barns-Graham, then 36 years old and an emerging figure in the modernist St. Ives group of artists, climbed the 
Grindelwald glacier in Switzerland. She experienced an aesthetic and spiritual epiphany which rewired her brain and transformed her 
art. She spent the rest of her life painting it. Through a cinematic immersion into her art and life, the film explores themes of gender, 
neurodiversity, climate change, and the nature of creativity from youth to old age. 
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Sunray       
Cast: Tip Cullen, Tom Leigh, Luke Solomon, Steven Blades 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Dan Shepherd 
Status:  Post-Production 

Film Seekers 
Caroline Couret-Delègue 
sales@film-seekers.com 

Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0626 

Synopsis: A war veteran calls on combat friends from his past to hunt down and take revenge on those responsible for his 
daughter's death. Along the way, he learns more about himself than he ever anticipated. 

 

Swimming Home       
Cast: Christopher Abbott, Mackenzie Davis, Ariane Labed, 

Nadine Labaki, Freya Hannan-Mills 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Justin Anderson 
Status:  Completed 

Bankside Films 
Yana Georgieva 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1103 

Synopsis: Joe and Isabel’s marriage is dying when Kitti, a naked stranger found floating in the pool at their holiday villa, is 
invited to stay. Kitti collects and eats poisonous plants, and Nina their teenage daughter is enthralled by her. What kind of relief can 
Kitti provide for this family in crisis? Swimming Home is a surreal and darkly comic journey into the unresolved traumas that lurk in the 
shadows of all our lives. 

 

Take Cover       
Cast: Scott Adkins, Alice Eve 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Nick  McKinless 
Status:  Post-Production 

Signature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1054/1056 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3657 7050 
Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1158 

Synopsis: A skilled hitman on the verge of retirement finds himself pinned down in a penthouse ambushed by snipers with 
little to no cover. 

 

The Teacher       
Cast: Saleh Bakri, Imogen Poots, Muhammad Abed Elrahman 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Farah Nabulsi 
Status:  Completed 

Goodfellas 
Antoine Guilhem 

festival@goodfellas.film 
Market Office: Gropius Park 003 

Home Office tel: +33 1 43 13 21 78 

Synopsis: After the death of his son, a Palestinian teacher struggles to reconcile his life-threatening commitment to political 
resistance with his emotional support for one of his students and the chance of a new relationship with a volunteer worker. 

 

Tell That To The Winter Sea       
Cast: Greta Bellamacina, Amber Anderson 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Jaclyn Bethany 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: Celebrating her upcoming marriage, Jo invites her childhood friend, Scarlett, on a girls’ trip to a country manor. But 
despite drifting apart as adults, unresolved feelings still linger between them whilst the rest of the group enjoys the weekend away. 
With Jo about to embark on a new stage in her life, but struggling to let go of the past, she reflects back with Scarlett on the young girls 
they once were, and the women they are becoming. 

 

10 Lives       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Chris Jenkins 
Status:  Completed 

GFM Animation 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmanimation.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 446/448 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 

Synopsis: Beckett is a pampered and selfish cat who totally takes for granted the lucky hand he has been dealt. All that is 
about to change, however, when he carelessly loses his ninth life.With no lives left and faced with the inevitable, Beckett pleads for 
things to be back to how they were. At first his request is refused but in a moment of exceptional empathy, the 'Gatekeeper' has a 
change of heart and allows him to return to earth with a whole new set of lives.What he doesn't realise immediately however is that 
each of these new lives will see him return in a variety of different forms...each one teaching him a valuable & timely lesson. 
It is a journey that sees Beckett turn from gloriously self-absorbed pet to a self-sacrificing hero; because sometimes you must travel 
many different roads to find the very best version of yourself. 
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The Session Man       
Cast: Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Bill Wyman, Dave Davies, 

Pete Townshend, Peter Frampton, Graham Parker, Harry 
Shearer 

Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mike Treen 
Status:  Completed 

Moviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips 

gary.phillips@moviehouseent.com 
Home Office tel: +44 1256 385909 

Market tel: +44 7973 627 494 

Synopsis: The Session Man tells the story of unsung hero, Nicky Hopkins, the highly gifted and prolific British session pianist to 
some of the greatest rock bands the world has ever seen. 

 

There's Always Hope       
Cast: Colm Meaney, Kate Ashfield, John Light, Hannah Chinn, 

Brenda Meaney 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Tim Lewiston 
Status:  Completed 

Moviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips 

gary.phillips@moviehouseent.com 
Home Office tel: +44 1256 385909 

Market tel: +44 7973 627 494 

Synopsis: Successful author, Jonathan Stack, has been so obsessed with trying to pen his hit novel, he's let his marriage to 
Samantha, also his agent and editor, breakdown to the point where she announces she's leaving him for her business partner Luke, a 
hapless control freak who’s loved Sam forever. Shocked, Jonathan abandons the elegant family home in leafy Stratford Upon Avon and 
drives his ancient Jaguar XK150 to the family villa in Portugal. Enter Hope, their young daughter, who can’t get any sense from her 
mother. Hope abandons her studies and pursues her father to find out what’s gone wrong. While in Portugal, she finds the truth is 
more complicated and in some ways unexpected and learns a life-lesson in the process. The truth is clear though, her parents still love 
each other and she’s determined to re-unite them. She enlists the help of both her half-sister Amelia, a human rights lawyer and their 
lovely Portuguese housekeeper, Gabriella. 
It takes a lot of guile, but they manage to rescue the marriage even though Luke turns up to try and stop it. 

 

The Thing With Feathers       
Cast: Benedict Cumberbatch 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Dylan Southern 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Mk2 Films 
Fionnuala Jamison 

intlsales@mk2.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 31 

Home Office tel: +33 1 44 67 30 30 

Synopsis: Following the death of his wife, a young father’s hold on reality crumbles and a strange presence begins to stalk him 
from the shadowy recesses of the apartment he shares with his two young sons. A man-like crow, seemingly brought to life from the 
father’s work as an illustrator, is about to become a very real part of all of their lives, ultimately guiding them towards the new shape 
their family must take. 

 

The Three Michaels       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Tom Goudsmit 
Status:  Completed 

7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service 
Maura Ford 

mauraford@me.com 
Home Office tel:  

Market tel: +44 7814 681 335 
Synopsis: Three Michael Jackson impersonators travel from San Francisco to Hollywood, hoping to become as successful as 
their idol. Quickly attracting attention, their hopes of achieving the American Dream seem tantalisingly close, as Malachi, Quintin and 
Chavail are accosted by paparazzi, hustle their way into agencies and meet Grammy-winning musicians. But before long, the harsh 
reality of making it in the unforgiving industry of their dreams dream of hits home; and when the King of Pop’s darker history is 
exposed in the film “Leaving Neverland”, the trio are faced with the toughest question of their lives: can the talent be separated from 
the man? 

 

Thug       
Cast: Liam Neeson, Ron Perlman 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Hans Peter Moland 
Status:  Completed 

north.five.six. 
Alex Aginian 

aaginian@lincolntowers.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 174 

Home Office tel: +1 248 321 8971 

Synopsis: An aging gangster attempts to reconnect with his children and rectify the mistakes in his past, but the criminal 
underworld won't loosen their grip willingly. 
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Timestalker       
Cast: Alice Lowe, Sam Riley, Natasia Demetriou, Jacob 

Anderson 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Alice Lowe 
Status:  Post-Production 

HanWay Films 
Nicole Mackey 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 25 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: From the creative team behind Prevenge comes TIMESTALKER, a romantic comedy about the eternal humiliation 
that is the search for love, spanning the most romantic epochs of history right into the future.Timestalker follows hapless heroine 
Agnes (Lowe) through time as she repeatedly falls for the wrong guy, dies a grim death, gets reincarnated a century later, before 
meeting him again and starting the cycle anew. It is one story told over many periods, all with the messy thrills and spills that come 
with daring to follow your heart. Or maybe your loins... 
Agnes’ only hope in avoiding this violent fate is by finally reaching spiritual enlightenment; but how can she ever wise up when she’s 
destined to be a fool for love? Some lessons are just too hard to learn in one lifetime. 

 

Tornado       
Cast: Kōki , Tim Roth, Jack Lowden, Takehiro Hira 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  John Maclean 
Status:  Production 

HanWay Films 
Nicole Mackey 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 25 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 

Synopsis: Set in the rugged landscape of 1790s Britain, Tornado (Kōki,) is a young and determined Japanese woman who finds 
herself caught in a perilous situation when she and her father’s travelling puppet Samurai show crosses paths with a gang of ruthless 
criminals led by Sugarman (Roth) and his ambitious son Little Sugar (Lowden). In an attempt to create a new life for herself, Tornado 
seizes the opportunity to take matters into her own hands and steal the gold from their most recent heist. With her father murdered by 
the gang and her life in grave danger, what follows is a thrilling tale of adrenaline-fuelled action, as Tornado races against time to 
escape a violent demise and avenge her father's death. Armed with her father's Samurai training, Tornado leaves a trail of devastation 
and bloody revenge in her wake, in this unforgettable tour-de-force thriller which promises to be both an homage and a fresh 
reinvention of the great traditional Japanese samurai films. 

 

The Trouble With Jessica       
Cast: Rufus Sewell, Shirley Henderson, Alan Tudyk, Indira 

Varma Olivia Williams 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Matt Winn 
Status:  Completed 

Parkland 
Andrew Brown 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 34321696 

Synopsis: Sarah And Tom Are In Terrible Financial Trouble. On The Brink Of Losing Everything, They’Ve Managed To Find A 
Buyer For Their Stylish London Home. When Their Best Friends Richard And Beth Come Round For A Final Dinner, An Uninvited Old 
Friend, Jessica, Tags Along. After A Seemingly Trivial Argument, Jessica Hangs Herself In The Garden. Tom Goes To Call The Police When 
Sarah Realizes If The Buyer Finds Out, The Sale Will Collapse, Meaning Definite Financial Ruin. The Only Solution - To Convince Richard 
And Beth To Take Jessica’S Body To Her Flat And Make It Look Like She Killed H 

 

Twiggy       
Cast: Twiggy Lawson 
Genre: Female director 
Director:  Sadie Frost 
Status:  Production 

Studio Soho Int'l 
Jordan Pletts 

jordan@studiosohodistribution.com 
Home Office tel:  

Market tel: +7714 704 888 

Synopsis: Introducing TWIGGY, an upcoming documentary focused on the life of the greatest ‘IT’ girl of all time, Dame Twiggy 
Lawson. The documentary will be the first time Twiggy has ever told her story first-hand. Directed by Sadie Frost, following her hugely 
successful debut feature on fashion designer Mary Quant, Frost will take the audience through the life of the world famous 
supermodel, actress, and singer, Twiggy. Whilst also taking a deeper look at her influences and the impact Twiggy had on fashion, 
society and the women’s rights movement since the late 1960’s, TWIGGY will explore the models upbringing, career, relationships and 
all the events that have made her the woman she is today. 
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The Undertaker       
Cast: Paul McGann, Tara Fitzgerald, Roger Barclay, Murray 

Melvin 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Michael  Wright 
Status:  Completed 

Eyewell 
Michael Werner 
info@eyewell.se 

Market Office: Creative Europe MEDIA 
Gropius Bau C2 

Home Office tel: +46 70 7332855 

Synopsis: ARTHUR MOREL (Paul McGann) has dedicated his life to ushering in the deceased from the world of the living to the 
world of the dead, so when local gangster FINLAY UNSWORTH (Roger Barclay) makes Arthur an offer he can’t refuse, Arthur believes he 
can handle the extra workload. With retirement on the horizon, Arthur looks the other way and takes the money, but as Finlay’s killing 
spree spirals out of control, Arthur realises he’s out of his depth. He’s drowning. 
Realising he knows too much and will be the next one in a body bag, Arthur's only option is to turn 'amateur vigilante' and attempt to 
end the brutal reign of terror. As Arthur is forced to face his demons and confront Finlay, he knows that the funerals are not over and 
that he may soon be heading to his own... 

 

Unicorns       
Cast: Jason Patel, Ben Hardy 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Sally El Hosaini 
Status:  Completed 

Protagonist Pictures 
Alexandra Da Silva 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Marriott Hotel 1033 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Market tel: +49 30 22000 - 1152 
Synopsis: When Luke (Ben Hardy) stumbles across an underground nightclub he meets Aysha (Jason Patel), a beautiful, 
seductive woman. Their first kiss yields fireworks — which are immediately followed by Luke’s sobering realization that Aysha is not the 
cisgender woman he thought, but a remarkably femme drag queen. Spending more time together and navigating the challenges in 
their respective domestic lives, they face the question of whether or not there is a love that can exist beyond traditional labels. 

 

Unmoored       
Cast: Mirja Turestedt, Thomas W. Gabrielsson, Kris Hitchen 
Genre: Female director 
Director:  Caroline Ingvarsson 
Status:  Completed 

The Yellow Affair 
Karolina Dwyer 

contact@yellowaffair.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 161 

Home Office tel: +358 5 03 60 03 50 

Synopsis: Maria is a successful Swedish TV presenter whose life is turned upside down by shocking accusations made against 
her husband. To avoid the media attention, they head south on sabbatical. However, an unexpected confrontation triggers a desperate 
chain of events. Alone, Maria flees to the solitude of the English moors, but her new idyll soon turns to paranoia. As her guilt grows, she 
is forced to examine the depths of her own self-deception in this psychological suspense drama. 

 

Untitled Mike Leigh 2023       
Cast:  
Felicita Ramundo 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Mike Leigh 
Status:  Pre-Production 

Cornerstone Films 
Carla Quarto di Palo 

cq@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt Hotel 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257 

Synopsis: Veteran filmmaker, Mike Leigh, whose films have garnered no fewer than 79 Awards wins, including BAFTA, The 
Palme d’Or and The Golden Lion, and who has been nominated for the Academy Awards 7 times, will embark on his new film in 
2022.His work famously devises scripts during a process where he and his actors improvise their characters and scenes. This method 
has created the unique chemistry and memorable performances seen in so many of his films including LIFE IS SWEET, SECRETS AND 
LIES, NAKED, VERA DRAKE and more recently HAPPY GO LUCKY, ANOTHER YEAR and MR TURNER. 

 

Vanilla       
Cast: Yann Gaël, Gabriel Winter 
Genre: LGBT 
Director:  Joseph  A. Adesunloye 
Status:  Completed 

The Open Reel 
Cosimo Santoro 

open@theopenreel.com 
Market Office: Italian Pavilion Gropius Bau 

03/C5 
Home Office tel: +39 340 494 0351 

Synopsis: Bastien and Matt, an interracial gay couple, celebrate their third anniversary by escaping to sunny Barcelona. With a 
beautiful house and proximity to the beach, they hope to mend their rocky relationship after Bastien’s recent infidelity with a woman. 
Matt struggles to move past it, affecting his libido, but they both attempt to come together and communicate honestly. However, their 
efforts are disrupted by the arrival of Florent, a Queer Englishman living in Spain, who catches Bastien’s eye and throws a spanner in 
the works. 
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The Visitor       
Cast: Bishop Black, Macklin Kowal, Amy Kingsmill, Kurtis 

Lincoln, Ray Filar 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Bruce Labruce 
Status:  Completed 

Best Friend Forever 
Martin Gondre 

sales@bffsales.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 07 
Market tel: +33 6 72 23 27 18 

Synopsis: Discover Bruce LaBruce's reimagining of Pasolini's Teorema! 
 

War Blade       
Cast: Joseph Millson, Paul Marlon, Michael McKell, Rebecca 

Scott 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Nicholas Winter 
Status:  Production 

101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan BURKE 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau G7 
Market tel: +353 87 251 7136 

Synopsis: A WW2 adventure film from the multi-award-winning director, Nicholas Winter. Banks, an agent of the British SOE, 
is tasked with rescuing a French resistance fighter from a hidden Nazi bunker.  
With the help of a German Nurse and a ragtag group of allies, Banks must journey to the belly of the beast. With his commanders 
already suspecting the bunker holds much more than prisoners, and a group full of fragile personalities to deal with, Banks faces 
dangers from all fronts. Always outnumbered and outgunned, Banks and his group must use their guile to outwit the enemy and 
survive the deadly mission. 

 

Warchief       
Cast: Stuart Brennan, Michael Lambourne, Andrea Vasiliou, 

Suzanne Packer, Steven Elliot 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Stuart Brennan 
Status:  Completed 

Kaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopehomeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 434 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Market tel: +44 7590 316 488 

Synopsis: A band of guardians are tasked with protecting a messenger who must urgently deliver vital information to their 
king. On their deadly quest across an ancient land, they face incredible danger as they battle against plague-ridden outcasts, dark 
magic, and vile monsters.  Tensions soon arise amongst the guardians, who grow suspicious about the secrets that the messenger 
holds. All the while, they are hunted relentlessly by a savage army of orcs, led by their deadliest foe yet, the bloodthirsty 'Warchief', 
who mercilessly carves down any who stand in his way. 

 

We Work For The Dead       
Cast: Jennifer Saunders, Stephen Fry, Matt Lucas 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Andrew Goth 
Status:  Completed 

TriCoast Worldwide 
Strath Hamilton 

sales@tricoast.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 191 

Home Office tel: +1 310 435 4481 
Market tel: +1 310 804 8409 

Synopsis: If you're looking for a new side hustle, you could sign up with the Night Mail. It's a delivery service with a dark 
difference. You'll be working for the dead. 

 

Welcome To The Darkness       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Simon Emmett 
Status:  Completed 

Architect 
Max Pirkis 

max@architect-global.com 
Home Office tel: +44 20 3745 5099 

Market tel: +44 7899 020 887 
Synopsis: In 2003, British glam rockers The Darkness took the world by storm with their smash hit single “I Believe In A Thing 
Called Love”. Then at the height of their fame, the band split up and fell into obscurity. Eight years after their breakup, director Simon 
Emmett follows The Darkness as they begin their long, rocky and hilarious comeback trail. From a small pub gig in the middle of 
nowhere with the ambition of returning to arena shows – this documentary shows the stark reality of a ‘cult band’ struggling to 
recapture former glory.With unprecedented access, unseen archive, and intimate interviews filmed over six years, Welcome To The 
Darkness is a tongue-in-cheek reflection on fame, failure, friendship and forgiveness. At its heart, this is a touching account of a unique 
band of brothers who are still haunted by the demons that ripped them apart in their heyday, yet who are also able to defiantly laugh 
in the face of adversities both old and new in their ultimate quest for happiness and redemption. 
20 years on from their platinum-selling debut, Justin Hawkins, his brother Dan, eccentric bassist Frankie Poullain, and new drummer 
Rufus Taylor tell their story, in their own words, in their own image – a fabulous ‘warts and all’ comeback tale with characters who defy 
convention. 
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When The Air Stands Still       
Cast: Scott Adkins 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tom  Paton 
Status:  Pre-Production 

GFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton 446/448 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 

Synopsis: Set on a post-apocalyptic Earth in the near future as the world’s plant life became infected with a deadly strain of 
spores, the atmosphere turned toxic for those unfortunate enough to have survived 

 

Wilding       
Genre: Environmental 
Director:  David Allen 
Status:  Completed 

MetFilm Sales 
Jenny Bonhhoff 

sales@metfilm.co.uk 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8280 9117 
Synopsis: From the Academy Award winning studio that brough you Searching for Sugarman and The Territory.  Based on 
Isabella Tree’s best-selling book by the same title, Wilding tells the incredible story of a young couple that bets on nature for the future 
of their failing, four-hundred-year-old estate. They set to work with their groundbreaking vision, battling entrenched tradition and 
major forces along the way, daring to place the fate of their farm in the hands of nature. Ripping down the fences, they set the land 
back to the wild and entrust its recovery to a motley mix of animals both tame and wild. It is the beginning of a grand experiment that 
will become one of the most significant rewilding experiments in Europe and beyond. 
Wilding is produced by three-time Oscar-winning production company Passion Pictures; partnered with Oscar-nominated and Emmy 
and Peabody Award-winning HHMI Tangled Bank Studios whose most recent film All That Breathes won best documentary at 
Sundance, Cannes and the London Film Festival.  
 

 

William Tell       
Cast: Claes Bang, Golshifteh Farahani, Connor Swindells, Ellie 

Bamber, Jonah Hauer-King, Rafe Spall, Emily Beecham, 
Amar Chadha-Patel, Jonathan Pryce, Ben Kingsley 

Genre: Epic 
Director:  Nick Hamm 
Status:  Completed 

Beta Cinema 
Olga Deecke 

beta@betacinema.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 20 

Home Office tel: +49 89 673469828 
Market tel: +49 30 25920-837 

Synopsis: 1307, the Holy Roman Empire is crumbling. As its grip on Europe loosens, new dynasties such as the Austrian 
Habsburg Family encroach on new lands, desperate for power. Switzerland, the once peaceful country, is overwhelmed and bows 
under the Austrian might. When the local huntsman William Tell sees a farmer begging for help after murdering a cruel Austrian 
governor, he reluctantly agrees to guide him to a safe location. But as he meets with more comrades along the way, Tell realizes that 
this act of violence is a larger sign of what’s to come with the growing Swiss resistance. Tell is drawn into the madness when the cruel 
Austrian Viceroy Gessler orders him to shoot an apple from his son’s head for refusing to bend the knee to Austrian authority. Once 
Tell’s family has been threatened, there is no turning back. Tell not only commits to joining the resistance but ends up leading the fight 
against the Austrian forces. Scarred by his own experience in the depravity and destitution of war during the Crusades, he comes to 
realize what matters most: his family and preserving his country’s independence for future generations. 

 

Winnie-The-Pooh: Blood And Honey 2       
Cast: Scott Chambers, Ryan Oliva, Tallulah Evans, Simon 

Callow 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Rhys Frake-Waterfield 
Status:  Post-Production 

Premiere Ent. Group 
Gabriela Axume 

gabriela@premiereent.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 119 

Home Office tel: +1 213 534 3139 

Synopsis:  
 

A Winter's Journey       
Cast: John Malkovich, Jason Isaacs, Marcin Czarnik, Ólafur 

Darri Ólafsson, Martina Gedeck, Gabriella Moran 
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Alex Helfrecht 
Status:  Production 

Mk2 Films 
Fionnuala Jamison 

intlsales@mk2.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau 31 

Home Office tel: +33 1 44 67 30 30 

Synopsis: Bavaria, 1812. A lovelorn young poet banished from society is forced to wander across mountains, ice and snow, on 
a dangerous journey which will either lead him to death or to a new life. 
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Witch       
Cast: Sarah Alexandra Marks, Russell Shaw, Ryan Spong 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Craig Hinde 
Status:  Post-Production 

101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan BURKE 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau G7 

Home Office tel:  
Market tel: +353 87 251 7136 

Synopsis: Small town, England. 1575. William embarks on a journey to prove the innocence of his wife, Twyla, falsely accused 
of being a witch and will be put to death if found guilty. 
William must hunt down the real witch, to save Twyla from death 

 

Yohanna       
Cast: Laura Basuki 
Genre: Children's 
Director:  Razka Robby Ertanto 
Status:  Completed 

REASON8 Films 
Anna Krupnova 

ak@reason8films.com 
Market Office: UK Film Gropius Bau 37 

Home Office tel: +44 7914 621 232 

Synopsis: The young nun Yohanna's encounter with the underworld of child labor in Sumba restores her sense of purpose in 
life. 
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